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See-worthy

Anchor
The anchor monument on the west
lawn of Graves Hall, a familiar symbol of Hope, came in touch with a
little sand again this summer when a
sandblasterremoved rust and severa
coats of paint (not all of which h
been applied by Hope maintenance
workers!) in preparationfor a-fresh
coat of protective paint and ne'yft wooden spars. Once the job was^ompleted
and the 1,800 pound anchor again declared shipshape,Hope staff members
put it back onto the eyecatchingspot
it has occupied since 1964. The anchor
was donated to Hope by the Alpha Phi

Omega

service fraternity.
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Campus Awaits 120th Freshman Class
The presidentof one of America's leading
businessmenwho have

universities and two

distinguishedthemselves in their fields will be
honored at the Fall Convocation opening the
1981-82 academic year at Hope College.
Father Theodore Hesburgh, presidentof the
University of Notre Dame since 1952, will deliver the convocation'skeynote address which
will be held Tuesday, Sept. 1 at 7:30 p.m. in
Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
The Board of Trustees will confer an honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters upon Father Hesburgh
and honorary Doctor of Letters degrees upon
Peter C. Cook, President of Transnational
Motors, Inc. of Grand Rapids, Mich, and John
F. Donnelly, Chairman of the Board of Donnelly
Mirrors, Inc. of Holland, Mich.
The College's 120th year will begin Saturday,
Aug. 29 with the arrival of freshmen and other
new students for orientation.
Father Hesburgh,who is retiring next year as
president of Notre Dame, is universallyacknowledgedas a leading spokesman for private
higher education.In addition, he is a veteran of
public service in controversialarenas from civil
rights to the Cambodian crisis, from amnesty to
immigration.
Mr. Cook has contributedmuch to the business, educationaland cultural life of Western
Michiganand to the work of the Reformed
Church in America. He has been a member of
the Hope College Board of Trustees since 1976
and among other directorships has served on the
board of Butterworth Hospitalin Grand Rapids.
In 1974 he and his wife Emajean established an
endowed chair at Hope which is awarded a professor who has an established record of excellence
as a Christian scholar. The new researchcenter
at Western TheologicalSeminary in Holland has
been named in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Cook.
Mr. Donnelly is internationally recognizedfor
his advocacy of participative management, he is
a highly sought-afterspeaker on productivity.
He is a leader in the civic community as well as
business sector, including serving as chairman
of the board of Aquinas College in Grand Rapids.
Campus facilities will be filled to their capacity
during the upcoming year. The freshman class is
expected to number over 600 men and women
and total enrollment will be comparable to last
fall's record 2,464 headcount.
New studentswill participate in three orientations beginning Aug. 29. Formal activitiesbegin
with an introductory sessionfor parents at 2
p.m. in Phelps Hall while all new students will
gather in Dimnent Memorial Chapel at 3 p.m.
There will be a family picnic Saturday night in

Restored Voorhees Hall awaits return of students after 11 year vacancy.
an 11 a.m. worship for new students and their
families in Dimnent Chapel. There will be several information sessionsfor both students and
parentson Sunday. New students will join for a
Sunday evening banquet.
After meeting with academic advisors
Monday morning students will be able to spend
the afternoon on the nearby Lake Michigan
beach or participate in other recreational opportunities on campus. New students will be introduced to campus organizationsthat evening.
Classeswill be held on Labor Day, Monday,
Sept. 7.
The campus has been a literal beehive of activity this summer. Voorhees Hall will re-open as a
residencefor upperclassmen and women students after undergoing a SI 2 million renova.

Alumni Annual Fund
Reaches Goal Again
has

The Hope College alumni annual fund
Alumni giving to the annual fund has insurpassedits goal for the sixth consecutiveyear, creased 128 percent since 1975-76.
The 1980-81 campaign was the most success- Total giving to the annual fund (alumni,
ful ever as a record 5,163 alumni contributed
friends, parents,business, churches) during
record S452,957, accordingto national chairman 1980-81 totaled $1,224,267, also an alltime reJohn Versteeg, '65 of Kalamazoo,Mich.
cord.
campaigngoal was
Twelve alumni classes each contributedover
Participation by 40 percent of the College
510,000 to the annual fund. The leader was the
alumni was almost twice the national average of dass of 1964, chaired by Ed and Diane Hellenga
22 percent for private coeducationalcolleges Marsilje,with gifts totaling 515,742 Other
I continued on page 12)
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campus scene

TERRY

ARTHUR JENTZ
"There are many dimensions to the life
of Hope College: the intellectual,the
Christian, the societal,the physical, the
financial.From the vantage point of the
Board, a member has the opportunity
and challenge of confrontingthe entire
operationof the organization, and of
attemptingto deal with a variety of issues having overallsignificance for the
existence and future of the institution.
Members of the Board each bring to our
deliberations their

own

areas of experi-

ence and expertise, prepared to share
these in cooperative effort. In my earlier
time of Board membership,I grew to
greatly appreciate the enthusiastic

commitmentto

the College and the in-

telligentleadership exemplifiedby

Board members. I am most gratifiedto
serve again as a Trustee."
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NAGELVOORT

"A particularchallenge facing Hope College seems to be intergrating the rich
heritage and traditionof Hope College’s
past with the tremendous influx of
technology of the future. Also there is
the tensionof providingquality experiences of educationaland social development at Hope in an economic
framework that seems to narrow the
opportunityto fewer people. I believe
that the Hope graduate moves into the
marketplacewith an above average
capacity to make his or her environment
better ____ The matching of opportunities with scarce resources will require lively thinking and great effort.
This process is not unique among small
countries, small colleges, small companies."

CAROL

CARL VER SEEK
"I have found service on this Board to
be challenging and an interestingway to
contribute something to the betterment

Hope College and higher education.I
particularlyenjoy the contact with the
other Board members as we try to deal
with the current problems and shape
of

the future of the college.
flect

When we

re-

on the profound influence that the

WAGNER

JAY

“One of Hope’s great strengthsis the
ability to communicate the implications

mak-

the Christian viewpoint is caught as well

pleased to be part of the decision

of

has been elected to a two-year faculty representative position on the College's governing body.
Reelected to second terms on the Board are Carl
Ver Beek, J.D., of Grand Rapids, Mich, and
Carol Hondorp Wagner of Oak Lawn, 111.
Weener is a pastor at Second Reformed
Church of Kalamazoo,where he has served for
15 years. A 1949 Hope graduate, he received his
divinitydegree from Western Theological
Seminary and has served churches in West
Michigan and Californiasince 1952.
He is currently a member of the Kalamazoo
Red Cross Board and a number of other local
organizations.He has been active in the Reformed Church as a member of the General Program Council, the editorial council of The
Church Herald and the steeringcommittee of
Western TheologicalSeminary's recent building

program.
A supportive Hope alumnus, Weener has
been instrumental in encouraging a large
number of young people of his church to enroll
at Hope. He was awarded the honorary Doctor of
Divinity degree in 1978 and served as baccalaureatespeaker this past spring.
He is married to the former Jean Wiersma '49.
The couple has three children:James 79; Mary
Weener 79 Wierenga;and Susan Weener Van

1

Dop

'81. Special interests are golfingand

water

tions plus sending their daughters and

sons to Hope College. This is an area
which the College must continue to cultivate.Churches should be encouraged
to increase their supportof the College .
While providing no panacea to cure inflation’sills, increasedchurch support
could go a long way toward helping
Hope keep its tuitioncosts reasonable.

Terry Nagelvoort recentlywas named senior
Cyrus J. Lawrence, Inc., an
investments firm in New York City. He previouslywas an officer and investment analystfor
severalNew York companies. He graduated
from Hope in 1964 and earned an M.B.A. from
the University of Michigan in 1965.
He is a member of several professionalinvestment associationsand is past president of
Auto Analysts of New York. He is an active
member and elder of Wyckoff Reformed Church
and has been involved with former Watergate
figure Chuck Colson's Prison Fellowship,Tom
Skinner Associatesinner city evangelicaleffort
and ProfessionalSports Chapels.
He is married to the former Mary Van Harn
'64 Nagelvoort. They have four children:Mark
'84; Scott, 15; Sara, 11; and Michael, 9. Hobbies
include reading and writing,coaching Little
League baseball, skiing and other outdoor activities and raising sheep.
Arthur Jentz has been a member of the Hope
facultysince 1962, serving first in the religion
department and since 1967 in the philosophy

vice president of

department.
He is a 1956 summa cum laude graduate of
Hope and earned the B.D. degree, cum laude,
from New BrunswickTheological Seminary in
1959. He was awarded the Ph.D. from Columbia
University in 1965. He is an ordained minister.
Jentz was named Hope Outstanding
Professor- Educator in 1968 and since 1979 he
has been chairmanof the Academic Affairs
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an elder at Hope Reformed Church in
Holland and a member of the local Rotary Club.
In additionto his research interests in philosophy, Jentz enjoys theatre and music and does
volunteer work at Holland Community Hospiis

tal.

Carol Wagner

is a homemaker and lay volunSeminary Consortium for Urban Pastoral Education,where her chief responsibilities
are coordination of an orientationcourse and
overseeing lay development. A member of
Green Oak Reformed Church, she served two
terms on the General Program Council and Executive Committee of the Reformed Church in
America.
A 1959 Hope graduate, she plans to begin
work on a master's degree this fall.
She and her husband Jan '57 have three children: Kenneth '81 ; Robert, 20; and Jeanne '85.

teer for

Carl Ver Beek is a partner in the law firm of
Riddering, Wierengoand Christenson
Grand Rapids. He is a member of the State Bar

Vamum,
of

Hope

American Bar Association,
Labor Law Section.A 1959 honors graduate of
Hope and 1962 honors graduate of Indiana UniversitySchool of Law, he has been practicing
since 1962.
A consistorymember at Hope Reformed
Church of Grand Rapids, he has been a member
of the denomination's General Synod Executive
Committee since 1978 and chairman of the
Committee on Finance and Property.
He previously served the Reformed Church
General Program Council and has been a
member of several denominational committees.
He served on the board of Bethany Christian
Servicesfrom 1968-1972 and was presidentof
that board for seven years.
He is married to the former Sandra K. Dressel
'59. They have three children:Stephanie, 18;
Todd, 16; and Kathryn, 13. His father, John Ver
Beek, was professorof education at Hope from
1950-1973and his mother, Irene, was assistant
of Michigan and the

Board.

He

—

providing substantial financialcontribu-

I

skiing.

it

I believe the church can
and should take an increasing role in

as taught

ing

Trustees Reflect on Their Goals for
Three individualsrecentlywere named to the
Hope Board of Trustees, announces Victor W.
Eimicke, chairman. The Rev. Jay Weener of
Kalamazoo,Mich, and Terry L. Nagelvoort of
Wyckoff, N.J. have been named to six-year
posts and Arthur Jentz, Ph.D. , of Holland Mich,

the Christian faith without forcing

on people. The administration and faculty set the tone by their own personal
lives. The favorable student-teacher
ratio at Hope makes it possible for personal interchange to take place in which

process affectingpresent and future
generationsof studentsat perhaps the
dent, we recognizethe importance of
most important period in their lives.
making the college experienceas meanHope’s combination of quality iningful and profitable as possible.
tellectualexploration, broad liberal arts
strongly believe in higher education
stimulation, deep respect for individual
conducted in an atmosphere which
growth and development, diversity of
promotes Christian values. Since for
expressionand creativityenveloped
most college studentsthis is the first
time they are ‘on their own' it is impor- under the Christian foundationis a
model educationalapproach that must
tant that they be in a setting which inbe supported and highlighted."
cludes people with similar values."
college years have on each college stu-

WEENER

"As the years pass, I value the educational foundationthat Hope provided for
me more and more. I am deeply committed to lend whatever support I am
able to further that experiencefor today’s youth. As a parent of college students, and a person with some background in board memberships, I am

librarian

from 1950-1964.

His hobbies are tennis and reading.

Wondering About Hope?
This column is intended to provide a vehicle by which your questionsare answered. The column
followsthe familiar newspaper"actionline" format— you are required to provide your name and
address when you send in a question, but this personal information will not be printed.
The editor reserves the right to select and edit questions for publication.Although all the
questions we receive may not be published,you will receive an answer by letter to each of your
queries.

Your questions about Hope should be sent to Wondering About Hope, Office of Information
Services,Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423. Remember, your name and address must be
included.
Q. RecentlyI came across this

"Hope

College Song," also titled "Collegium," in a box or
it and can you provide a translation of the

mementos. Do you have any informationon

Latin words?
A. The words of the song were writtenby the Rev. Henricus E. Dosker, who was a lector at Hope in
the late 1800s and early 1900s. Apparently the song is the one sung at the College'squartercentennialcelebrationin June, 1980, informs archivist Andrew Vander Zee. (The history A
Century of Hope says that "ProfessorNykerk directed a Glee Club of twenty voices in the singingof
a Latin song composed by Professor Henry E. Dosker.") Professor Nykerk is credited with
composingthe melody, which apparently was adapted from an old German song. We asked Prof.
Albert Bell, assistant professor of classicsand history, to translate the Latin words. He provided the
following:

now we praise thee
with living voices joined,
with the praises of us all,
With love and honors we salute thee.
With love and honors we salute thee.
2. College, college, now we celebrate.
"Now let all Academe rejoice with us.'
With love and honors we salute thee.
1

. College, college,

3. College, college, smile upon your sons
lows either)
(or children ; the Latin allf
Test our works
Illumine us always with hope.
With love and honors we salute thee.
With love and honors we salute thee.

We

must agree with Be

&
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campus scene
own and Alba's, so she can see the kids on Sunday. She's a teacher,friend, and mother to 15
children.”
"The school is the hub of a small community," said George Harper. "Everybodyin town
shows up for the school's athletic events. A lot of
other community programs usually take place in
the school as well.”
Alba and Mancelonaare not one room school
houses filled with barefootedchildren, balancing
slates on their knees, ala "Little House on the
Prairie." Nor can these schools be easily compared with the school systems of a large city like
Chicago, where the people and resourcesare
very different from those found in a small town.
The Alba gnd Mancelona schools incorporate
characteristics of both the city and the one room
school. Such a school system, a modern school
set in a rural area, places unique demands on its
teachers. These are some of the demands Hope
students have noted.
Dame: "'You need to go beyond the
classroom."
George Harper: "You do your best to open the
door of the students'mind to things beyond
their small community.”
Pam Heemstra: "You have to be a multi-purpose
person, knowing how to do a lot of different
things.”
Frea Westervelt: "Sometimes,you have to be
more creative, because you simply don't have
access to the facilitiesor suppliesof a larger
school district."
Teresa Morency: "You have to be able to tolerate working with a few people over a long
period of time."
Jane Morey: "There’s an emotional involvement between a student and a teacher in a
small school that you're more aware of — you
have to learn to deal with it."
Jill

The objective of Dr. Schackow's "Rural Edu-

Small Town Schools

cation" program is to give the student a chance to
teach in a real classroom situation
the experience will

;

he also hopes

make the student aware of

other lifestyles.

A 'Community' Education
by Larry Holder '82
Tucked away in the southeastern comer of
Antrim County, 60 miles northeast of Traverse
City, are two small towns, Alba and Mancelona.

When they're not working, the residents of this
Chain-of-Lakes region can spend their time hiking through the Jordan Valley Wilderness Area,
fishing in the 70-odd county lakes, morel hunting in the spring, golfing at the nearby resorts of
Elk Rapids and Schuss Mountain,or participating in local events that involve the community
and the schools.
Every May for the past seven years, Dr. Carl
Schackow and a group of Hope students have
loaded their cars with supplies, and their minds
with high expectations,for the journey northward. As potential teachers, these Hope students
have signed on for the three week May term
entitled "Rural Education."

"The reason

I

started the

program," stated

Dr. Schackow," was because I had studentscome

my

office and say I've got an interviewin a
town called Gopher's Eyebrow,Indiana or
Mustard Seed, Minnesota.' I'd say, 'Boy, that
sounds really good — do you know anything
about small towns?' They'd say, 'No, nothing.
I've lived in Bloomfield Hills all my life.' So, I
thought it might be good to let studentssee what
a small town is like. That was the essence, the
impetus, behind the start of the Rural Education
into

little

program."
Dr. Schackow chose the two school distrias of
Alba and Mancelonanot only because they were
in a rural setting, but also because the two
schools seemed "cued in" to accepting college
students in the classrooms.
With a missionary'szeal and a desire to serve,
Hope students "relieve"the Mancelona and
Alba teachers by providing classroom assistance
for the last three weeks of the school year. The
students also work with athletic teams, go on
field trips with their classes, and attend local
churches.Are their efforts appreciated?Ask Mr.
John Ficktner,the principal of Mancelona's
modern elementary school.
"This year I had twice as many requests for
Hope students than there were students to fill
the requests. On the first day of the school year,
I had teacherscome up to me and say, 'Don't
forget, I didn't have a Hope student last year
how was your summer, John?' "
Teachers in both school systems describedthe
program as "super," "tremendous,""a real lift
at the end of the year." "Their excitement has
rubbed off on me,” said the Mancelona teacher
Ms. Daryl Allison Gamble. "My response is to
give them the best experience I can ; it works
both ways." Mrs. Jan Korr, another Mancelona
elementary teacheradded, "1 give Carl a lot of
credit for the quality of student teachershe
brings to us. They're really a sincere group of
workers."
Besides assisting in the classes and involving
themselves in community activities,the Hope
student teachersare given a chance to discuss
their classroom experienceswith one another.
Crowding themselves into one of the cabins
where they stay on the south shore of Lake

talk about their feelings and insights concerning
teaching, students,and life in a small town.
"You have to realize," Hope student Tim Arnold told the group, "that you are their higher
education. Students in a small town probably
won't continue their education beyond high
school. Whatever you teach them is all the education they'll get."
"You really have to give and become involved
in the children'slives," stated Jill Dame. The
teacher I've assisted (BarbaraBaird runs the Special Education class in Alba High School) really
relates to the kids. She makes clothes for them ;
the kids go to her house after school for milk and
cookies ; she goes to two different churches , her

—

Hope student Frea Westervelt arni her charges.

"Sometimes you get caught in a particular
socio-economic set," explained Dr. Schackow.
"Many of the people in Alba and Mancelona
have values that may not coincidewith your
average Hope student. A liberal arts education
providesthe kind of broadening experiencethat I
hope is apparent in this program : as the students
are exposed to the values and attitudes of a small
community, they learn to confirm their own
values and at the same time be more accepting of
others."
Has the program been a success?For all those
directly concerned— the Hope students, the
schools, and the children — the answer is a positive,

"Yes!" As Mike Murch, Mancelona's

superintendent for the last eight years, noted,
"The program has been good for us. And I guess
its been good for Hope too, because Carl keeps
coming back every year."
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What's Happening
Advances

in Organic
Tuesday, October 27

at

Hope?

Synthesis

An

all-daysymposium open to chemists.
For further information contact Prof. Donald Williams
(616)392-5111, ext. 3213.

Arts and Humanities Fair
Friday, October 29
Thirty-one workshops on a rich variety of topics in both the arts
and humanities for high school studentsand teachers. Through
first-handexperience participantswill come to know and to
appreciatethe nature and the challenge of college work in the
Fine and Performing Arts and in the Humanities.
For further information contact Prof. Sander DeHaan
(616)392-5111, ext. 3255 or Dean Jacob Nyenhuis (616)3925111, ext. 2180.

Chemistry Department Seminars
Every Friday Afternoon
If you would like to be put on the chemistry department's
weekly mailing list write Hope College Chemistry Department,
Peale Center, Holland, MI 49423.

Critical Issues
March 3-4

Symposium

Theme

of the 3rd annual symposium will be Relationshipsin
Transition:The Future of Marriage and the Family.
Energy depletionhas been a "criticalissue" for the last decade.
However, with the apparent changes in the family one wonders
if we are running out of families as quicklyas we are runnirig out
of oil. Among the keynote speakers during the symposium will
be noted authors Letha and John Scanzoni.
Watch future issues of News from Hope College for further
information.

Curriculum Development for Gifted
Thursday, April 29
A sequel to the conference held October 19. Again led by Nancy
Johnson, it will deal specifically with curriculum development
for gifted children.Designed for teachersand administrators.
For furtherinformation contactProf. Nancy Miller (616)3925111, ext. 3030.

Eastern Bus Trips
March 2-6 and March 30 to April 3
Each year Hope sponsors bus trips for students from the East
Coast who are interestedin visiting the campus. The first trip
scheduled March 2-6 will leave Wyckoff, N.j. and travel south
through New Jersey and Pennsylvania en route to Holland. The
second trip scheduled March 30 to April 3 will leave Albany,
N.Y. and travel west through New York state en route to
Holland. Cost for these trips will be between $75-$100 which
includes transportation,housing and meals.
For further information contact Admission representatives
Janet Weisiger, 411 Hartung, Wyckoff, N.J. 07481, (201)8912390 or Chris Kazen, 2131 Central Ave., Schenectady, N.Y.
12304, (518)393-7805.

Great Performance Series
Five concerts throughout the 1981-82 school year co-sponsored

by the Holland Concert Associationand the Hope College Cultural AffairsCommittee.
October 20 — Polish Chamber Orchestra
November 14 — Venezuelian Symphony Orchestra

January 21-22 — Peter Amott, Classical Marionettist
April 17 — The Scholars vocal ensembleof London
A fifth event is to be announced.
Season tickets available. For further information contact Mrs.
Lillian Ketchum, 1105 Ardmore St., Holland, MI 49423

Junior

Day

sophomore or
beginning the college-search
process. Parents
are encouraged to attend, too.
Contact Office of Admissionsfor further information
(616)392-5111, ext. 2200.
special day geared toward the high school

junior

who

Days

October 23, November 13, December 4,
January 15, February 12, March 5, April 16
prospectiveHope Collegestudents (transfers, high
who are interested in enrolling for the
fall of 1982. Students and their parentsare invited to spend a day
on campus meeting with students,faculty and staff. Registration begins at 9 a.m. at Phelps Hall.
Contact Office of Admissionsfor further information
(616)392-5111, ext. 2200.

Designed

tor

school juniors or seniors)

Friday, April 24
A

Visitation

is just

Lampen Mathematics Contest
Held in October
The 9th annual Albert E. Lampen Mathematics contest lets high
school students test their math skillsagainst problems written
by the Hope math faculty. There is a simultaneous workshop for
high school math teachers.Participantsare guests of Hope
College at an afternoon football game.
Contact Hope College MathematicsDepartmentfor date and
further information (616) 392-5111, ext. 3001

Michigan Junior Classical League
Saturday,

November 14

Workshops,seminars and activitiesfor high school studems and
teacherswith an active interest in the classics.
W. Todd (616)3925111, ext. 3251.
For furtherinformation contact Prof. Ruth

Model United Nations
Friday, March 12
The 10th annual Model United Nations is expected to involve
over 500 high school students from Michigan and Indiana high
schools.The UN is designed to give high school students the
opportunity to take on the roles of professionaldiplomats with
the goal of achieving a particular country's nationalobjectives
while at the same time fostering a desired international consensus.

For further information contact the Political Science Departext. 3040.

ment (616) 392-5111,

Motivating the Gifted Child
Monday, October 19
A full day workshopled by Nancy Johnson, consultantfor Good
Apple, Inc. and widely recognized as a dynamic,creative
motivator of classroom teachers.She will share her insights
about educating the gifted and offer suggestionsfor motivating
childrenof high ability. Intended for teachers,grades K-8,
administratorsand parents — anyone who wishes to help children move beyond the basics.
For further information contact Prof. Nancy Miller or Prof.
Susan Mooy, (616)392-5111, ext. 3030.

Run-Bike-Swim
Saturday, Oct. 10
The fourth annual Run-Bike-Swim,an event designed to appeal
to the competitor as well as the recreationalist, will be held in
conjunctionwith Homecoming. Last year more than 500 people
participated in the events that ranged from a 10,000 meter run
to the 400 meter swim. Then there is the tricathalon for those
who enter the run, bike and swim events.
For further information write Prof. Glenn Van Wieren, Dow
Center, Hope Cc
.

Thursday, April 15
A conference in which
rich

children,
i
grades K-6, share books they
have written under the direction of their teacher.The conference is designed to encourage teachers to have children write, to
motivate childrento write and to demonstrate to childrenthat
others write and are interestedin what they write. At the
conference children participate in a variety of creative/
imaginative activities.Featured resource person will be author
Marge Frank whose most recent book is entitled "If You're
Trying to Teach Kids How to Write, You Gotta Have This
Book. " An afternoon writing workshopfor elementary teachers
will be led by Marge Frank.
For further information contact Prof. Nancy Miller (616)3925111, ext. 3030.

Youth Days
Football Youth Day — October 24
Basketball Youth; Day — February 6
Youth groups of the Reformed Church are invitedto attend.
These events are designed more as an activity and do not focus
on college enrollment as VisitationDays do.
Advance registration is required.Contact Office of Admissions
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College Choice: Finding the Right

Match

by James R. Bekkering

"How

do I decide which college to attend?"
This is a questionraised by most college bound
young people about to enter the eleventh and
twelfth grades.
When advising prospectivestudents on that
issue, I encourage them to look earnestlyfor a
good "match" or "fit" as they investigatecolleges. This requires that they analyze their own
interests and abilitiesin relation to at least four
dimensions associatedwith college study: 1)
academic climate and facilities ; 2) socialclimate;
3) religious climate;4) the type of community in which the college is located. I wish to
address them individually.

lisp

Academic Climate
There are two related questions of particular
importance inquiring students should address
when they study the academic climate of a college. First, does the college offer top quality
opportunity for intensive study and career preparation in the area(s) of interest held by the
student?Secondly, and perhaps more significant
because more students fall into this category,
will the academic program accommodate students who are unsure concerning academic and
career interest and wish to do some exploring?In
regard to these questions,it is profitable for high
school students to seriouslyconsiderwith their
parents the total scope of the academic experience desired:is a narrower technical training
or broader education experience desired, and
does the college under considerationoffer that

W'Z'

mk

;#r
.

mm,

dimension?
Breadth and depth of the curriculum is
another important issue. Although high school
students normally are not prepared to critically
analyze curricular offerings, they can make
some good comparisons by checking course offerings in college catalogs. Another good investigative technique is to inqure of faculty regarding the breadth of specializations offered by various departments and the opportunitiesfor indepth study, should a particular department be
selected for an academic major. Closely tied to
this issue are the likelihood of personal interaction with professorsand size of classes, dimensions of academic life which vary widely among
colleges and universities. High school students
should consider carefully their own preferences
as they learn about classroom environmentand
opportunitiesfor in and out of class contacts with
professorsat the college they are investigating.
Unquestionably, teachingtalent, subject matter expertise, and personal values of professors
are dominantfactors in determining the quality
of the teaching/learning
process,where serious
students are concerned. Yet, great teachers teach

James R. Bekkering

is

dean for admissions at

Hope College.A 1965 Hope graduate, he holds
the AT 4. in student personnel administration
and Ph.D. in higher education administration
from MichiganState University.Prior to joining the Hope staff in 19$0. he served as dean for
instruction at Lake Michigdi} College in Benton
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best

when they and

their studentswork together

in facilities which optimally support that

impor-

tant venture. Facilitiesof all sorts, from dining
halls to recreationfacilitiesto sciencelabs, directly or indirectly affect the learning climate

on

their

own

initiative?

Prospectivecollege studentsshould determine
if they have strong preferencesregarding any
facet of college social climateand then examine
the college they are consideringwith those preferences in mind. A compatible match between
student and college on this dimension is more
significant for those persons with strong preferences, but is certainlyworthy of consideration
by all students in the decisionmaking process.

campus. They deserve close inspectionby prospective students and their parents.
Finally, inquiring students are advised to
compare their academic credentials (grade point
average,rank in class, test scores) with the averages brought to that campus by the most recently enrolled freshman class,and to learn how
ReligiousClimate
applicants in the past with academic backgrounds
similar to theirs faired in the application process.
In looking for that good fit or match, this
While these criteriashould not be consideredin
aspect of campus life also carries more signifiisolation, they do provide a valuableperspective cance for some students than for others.The
for college bound students as they look for the
range of religious climateson college campuses
right academic fit or match.
varies, as well. On some campusesa Christian
student would feel uncomfortable and out of
place; at a few colleges, studentswill not even be
Social Climate
considered for admission unless they publicly
This is a personal area, one with much room
profess their commitment to the Christianfaith.
To gain insight in this area, the college bound
for individualdifferences. The best advice one
can give regarding what to look for in social
Christian student may want to pose the followclimate is, "Know thyself."The social atmoing questions:As a Christianstudent would I be
sphere is of great importance to some college
rejected, tolerated, or warmly accepted by stustudents;to a few it is of no importance at all.
dents and staff? Why? What formal and inforNot all colleges emphasizethe same social
mal Christianactivitiesare available to students ?
functions.Some young people wish to attend a
Are there religious requirements on campus? Is
college where other studentshave similar desires
there a Christian dimensionto the college that
and attitudes regarding this dimension; others
will help prepare me to effectively interact with
prefer to join a campus community where most
and contributeto the secular world I will enter
people hold a different perspectivethan their
upon graduation? In what ways will my own
own.
spiritual growth be challenged 7
Some previouslychurch-relatedcolleges have
Regardless of one's personal orientation,
however, a good perspectivecan be gained by
concluded that a liberaleducation is not compatiseeking answers to the following questions:
ble with the Christian perspectiveand have
What cultural activities are sponsored by the
dropped the latter in favor of the former. Public
college? Are there fraternities and sororities? If
colleges and universities, by the nature of their
there are, is it essential to join in order to be
support, are restricted concerning the religious
meaningfully involved in social activities? Do
views they can endorse. Then there are colleges
such as Hope that believethe only truly meanstudentstend to go home on weekends or stay on
campus ? What kinds of college sponsored activiingful liberal arts education is groundedin and
ties are scheduled? Are there varsity and ininfluencedby the histone Christian faith
a

make and options from which to choose. The
needs and preferencesof students vary widely,
but all should considerthe appropriatereligious
climate for them , for its presence or absence will
very likely influence the developmentof their
own

spiritual perspectives.

College Town
The significance of the community in which a
college is located typically is not felt until the

students enroll and live there for a time. However, most students do select a college with the
goal of spending at least four years there,

during

which time they will interact with the town's
permanent residents and utilize its public and
private services. This prospectlegitimately calls
for some investigationof the nature of that
community by inquiringstudentsand their parents.

Conclusion
Each of the four dimensions I've addressed is
important in its own right. However, it is only
when they become integrated(particularly the
first

three) that a college

becomes truly distincbecomes evident.

tive and its overall mission

Students should look for the quality experiences
they can expect to encounter as a result of this
integration, as well as to the contributionsthey
can make to the continuing development of that
campus community. Much insight can be gained
by talking with college representatives,
reading
the catalog and other publications, and, if possible, consulting with alumni who live nearby
The greatest benefits in this processare gained
by visiting the campus for the purpose of meeting students and staff, and seeing firsthandthe
facilitiesavailable for student use The goal in
this whole process,for both students and the
college, should be to develop an image of the
institution for prospectivestudents which will
be consistentwith their actual experiencesonce

campus scene
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Management

Corporate

Purr-rinciples
(or as the fur flies)

Learning

Scene: News From Hope's roving reporter, Larry
Helder, in a back alley in the city, ferretingout the
truth concerning cut-throatcat food manufacturers.

What followsis an interview with Morris the Cat

Experience
At

first

hood.
Reporter "Morris, I see you're eating Juth Cat Food.
What made you choose that brand?"
Morris . . (yawning) . "It's a long story,chump.
It may have somethingto do with my partiality for

glance, it appeared to be a pack of

.

strays if there ever was one. Musicians, scientists,

teachers of

compete in the

sciences.

additionto running their simulated cat food
businesses,this year's 12 participants met weekday mornings for two weeks to discusstheir
readings [Harvard Business Review and Fortune magazine were major sources),and visit
local industries, includingHerman Miller, Inc.,
Haworth, Inc;, Squirt- Pak, Inc., Donnelly Mirrors, Inc. and the General Electric Company.
In-class, workshop participants dealt with
questions like: "Are American business managers really 'myopic?' " "What lessons can we
learn from Japan?" "What is a quality product,a
quality service?" "Government regulation
How much is enough?" "What can business
leaderslearn from scholars, and vice versa?"
The factory visitsexpanded on these and other
In

—

but

I

.

guess there are other reasons too."

Reporter "Yes?"
Morris "Well you

rian, a political scientist, and a college adminis-

tooth-and-claw cat food industry.
Rest easy, Purina, no new competitors are
afoot. The cat food businesseswere run strictly
as management simulations in an attempt to
enable a dozen Hope College professors,representing a wide variety of academic disciplines, to
better understand business (see adjoiningstory) .
The cat food business simulationswere part of
a unique, interdisciplinary
workshop offered
this summer by the departmentof economics
and business administration.
"Business is conducted through human organizations,which, by their very nature, are
multi-disciplinary,"
said Barrie Richardson,
program leader and chairman of the department
of economics and business administration.
"Whether we be scientists, humanists or social
scientists,we can find much to learn and somedung to contributeto this multi-facetedactivity
called business."
This summer's two-week workshop,entitled
"The American Corporation and Liberal Learning," was the first phase in a program funded by
a grant from the Shelby Cullom Davis Foundation of New York City. The proposal for the
overall program, "Challenges in American
Business," was developed by Richardson and F.
Sheldon Wettack, dean for the natural and social

.

librarians,

German, psychologists,a libra-

trator all joined together to

—

the noble representativeand embodiment of cat-

see,

I

have a really laid-backper-

sonality,I sleep a lot, hang around with the boys
until the wee hours of the morning, go out on the

The clear implicationis that business and
topics, allowing the professorsto hear and see
management and workers in action. Two exam- academe have somethingto offer each other.
ples of interest were Haworth, Inc.'s "Quality Out there in the "real" world businessmenand
women are grappling with the issues which diCircle" program, developed by former Hope asrectly affect people'slivelihoods and the health
sociate professor of German, Alan Bedell, and
the simulated "Board of DirectorsMeeting"that of the American economy; communication,inwas given to the workshop members at Squirt- telligence, and a little "horse sense" are important tools among the workers of a company, and
Pak, Inc. by James F. Brooks, chairman, presicompetetively within the market at large.
dent and chief executiveofficer of the company.
As James F. Brooks sees it:
The second phase of Dr. Richardson's pro"Just sitting in a board meeting at Squirt-Pak,
gram will take place during the academic year,
1981-82. Tony Muiderman, assistant professor Inc. is stimulating.From the perspectiveof the
of business administration,will lead a group of

studentsand faculty to such places as U.S. Steel
(Bums Harbor), Ford Motor Co. (Dearborn),
and the Chicago mercantile and commodity
markets. Also during the 1981-82 academic
year, economists will be invited to Hope's campus to further develop student and faculty interest in business.
The last part of the program (summer, '82)
will provide research grants on a competerive
basis to the Hope professorswho have participated in the first step of the workshop. Some of
the professorshave already come forward with
ideas for research.

"I want to deal with theoriesof management," stated Dr. Arthur Jentz (professorof

academic world, my feeling is you would gain a
sense of reality.
. I think you would find it
enjoyable to contributeto the business world."
Echoes of Brooks' insight are clearly apparent
in the professorswho participated in the work.

shop.

"We're always dealingwith people," pointed
out Prof. Roger Rietberg, professor of music.
"I'm not sure I can apply what I've learnedin the
program directly to music. But concerning listening skills and getting people motivated
these are problems we face in the classroom,and
,

—

town with Long-hairedAngoras on Saturday
nights.. ."
.

Reporter "Of course, but what does all that have to
what businsss faces too."
do with the.computer-simulated cat food businesses
"I became involved in the workshop,"stated
the professors have spent so much time on?"
Dr. Jentz, "because it struck me as a natural
Morris . (irritated pause)
. "I'm getting to that.
.

philosophy), "to study their operation, how
they generate certain sorts of moral issues, and
the contextout of which these issues are solved. "
"I think I'd like to get into the area of looking
at a new definitionof regulatory agencies,"
commented Carol Juth-Gavasso, associate professor of library science. "I'd like to look at the
relationship between businesses and regulatory
agencies — maybe focusing on an industry like
Squirt Pak, and how Michigan's returnablecontainef legislation has affected them."

interest, given the fact that I offer a senior seminar in business ethics. I don't like the kind of
ethical theorizingthat operates in a vacuum or
deals with abstraction — it's not reality."
The relationshipbetween business and
academe is a little-explored region of communication. Dr. Barrie Richardson has tapped this
region and is elated with the results: "In over 20
years of my involvement in higher education
this has been one of the most rewarding two
weeks I've ever had — if for no other reason than
that everyone read all the material!"

.

.

.

You see I have principles.I can't buy from just
anybody. When Prof. Elder tried to force all the
other professors out of business by undercutting^
-everyone else's prices, mauling the competition by
grabbing 30% of the market sales, I felt I couldn't
pussy-foot around the issue — he's a Reagan man,
you know."
Reporter "Are you a liberal Socialist,then?"
Morris "No. But as a matter of fact, there was a
socialist in the workshop who tried to reduce his
corporate taxes by spending on advertisingand research and development.He was nationalized,I
think."

Reporter
that

.

.

.

(leading question)

.

.

.

"Did you know

Dr. Elder came in last and was penalized by the

computer for mismanagement?"
. (Winks)
. "Those who would be

Morris

Campus Awaits 120th Freshman Class

first.

.

.

.

.

."

.

Reporter
. (stilllooking for a story)
. "Well,
why didn't you buy from any of the other profes.

.

.

.

sors?"

Morris
(continued from page one)

.

(purring out of the side of his

.

.

mouth)

.

.

.

you see. Cotter Tharin

"It's like this,

tion.

offered me a trip to the Bahamas— at first I was all

Severalother residencehalls and cottages have
been painted andior received new carpeting, furniture and draperies.
Two cottages used last year are only a memory
now as both Bouma and Columbia cottages have
fallen to the wrecker's ball. In addition, the college sold Shields Cottage which had been damaged by fire during the last week of school this
past spring.
The physics-mathematics hall has receiveda
complete interior painting in anticipationof its
Homecoming Weekend (Oct. 9-11) dedication
in honor of Dr. Calvin A. Vander Werf, eighth
president of Hope College.
The anchor in front of Graves Hall , symbol of

ears,

the college,

underwent a

total restoration.

The college is nearing completion of the installation of a centralizedenergy control system.
The computerized system is expected to help
better control energy consumptionthroughut
the campus, resulting in an estimated savings of
$50,000 per year in utility costs.
Work is underway on a 1,000 square foot
addition to the Admissions office at the comer of

but then

remembered, 1 burn

I

didn't

go with Williams, even after he offeredto mix

some

I

easily.

white powder with my cat food. The language
people were out of the question; 1 couldn't meow in

German
eporter
winner

.

.

."

"What about Prof. Rietberg? He was the
of the game, and surely you love music ? You

know — soothing to the savage beast and
[orris "Oh certainly!I love music. But

I

all

that",

guess 1 have

you, I was turned down for a part in the chapel
— my tomcat reputation probably preceded
me. Besides, I never side with the top dog in anyto

tell

choir

MR.
The college has purchased a $1.1 millionUnviac 1100-60 computerto serve the needs of the
faculty, students and administration.Installation is expected to be completed by next January
It replacesa Sigma VI computer purchased in
1973.
Work is expected to begin soon on the constructionof a $1.6 million student apartment
complex along the south side of 14th Street east
.

COOK

thing."
eporter "Do you think that Prof. Rietberg'saward of

MR.

DONNELLY

expected to be ready for the 1982-83 school year.
Plans are nearly complete for converting the
former Sligh furniture factory near the corner of
12th Street and Columbia Avenue into a new art
center. The maintenance department has started
moving into another portion of the building.
Students will have an opportunity to test their
palates on a new food service, Western Enterprises, which replaces the Saga Food Service that

a

year subscription to the Wall Street Journal was

ment game?"
Morris
. (sly grin)
. "The news was music to my
ears. He got precisely what he deserved. Now, if
.

you'll

.

.

excuse me,

.

my

food

is

getting cold — and cold

juth is hard to stomach."
Reporter
. (dejectedlyperceiving_the absence of a
.

.

human intereststory)

.

.

.

"ILs a'cat's life isn’t

it

Morris?"

Morris

.

.

.

(smiling)

.

.

.

-,'It

sure beats working.

Say, you don't havq anv milk on you? — this stuf

sports
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Dutchmen

Face Challenge

The Flying Dutchmen will probably feel like

records for total offense and passing.He has
passed for over 1,000 yards in each of the past
The important part of every Hope football
three seasons and has 32 career touchdowns.
campaign is always the five game MIAA
Spencer excels in the classroom as well as on the
schedule,but the non-league action this year
football field. Last year he was named to the
promises to be just as challengingas the Dutch- Academic All- America second team.
men meet four of the best small college teams the
The backfield returns intact, led by senior tailState of Indiana has to offer.
back Steve Cameron of Westchester, 111. and
The non-league portionof the Hope schedule
senior fullbackEd Cain of Coopersville,Mich.
pits the Dutchmen against Valparaiso,Wabash,
They have combined for over 2,500 yards and 21
DePauw and Franklin.Last fall the Dutchmen touchdownsthe past three seasons. Bringing
were winlessagainst their Hoosier competition, depth to the backfield is junior tailback Todd
but rebounded to win four of five MIAA contests Holstege of Grand Rapids, Mich, who averaged
to finish runnerupbehind undefeated Adrian.
6.7 yards per carry last fall.
Their Hoosier opponents had a combined
The Dutchmen face a rebuildingtask on the
26-10-2 record last fall. The three Indianateams
offensive line with only three starters back from
that beat the Dutchmen last fall (Wabash, Dethe 1980 squad. Key positionsthat need to be
Pauw and Franklin)were 23-4-2.
filled belonged to graduated NCAA Division III
The offense will be led by senior Mark Spencer all-American tight end Paul Damon and threeof Traverse City, Mich, who holds several Hope
time all-MIAA tackle Scot Van Der Meulen.
they belong to two football conferencesthis fall.

Returnees includesenior tackle Doug Braschler
Haven, Mich., guard Jon Veldman of
East Lansing, Mich, and junior center Kurt
Brinks of Zeeland, Mich.
Defensively,the Dutchmen return eight regulars. They are led by all-MIAA end Todd
Wolffis,a senior from Wyoming, Mich. Other
returneeson defense who started at times during
the season include junior end Jerome Jelinek and
senior tackle Bill Mauren , both from Ann Arbor,
Mich.; tackle Bob Carlson, a junior from
Tekonsha, Mich. ; halfbackRich Burrell, a junior
from Farmington Hills, Mich. ; safety Art Klein,
a junior from Coopersville,Mich.; halfback
Mark Candey, a senior from Traverse City,
Mich.; and safety Mike Andrusiak, a junior
from Caledonia, Mich.
The Dutchmen will also have to rebuildtheir
kicking game with the loss of graduate Greg
Bekius who rewrote the Hope record book in
extra point conversions and field goals.
In other areas the Dutchmen have an outstanding kickoff specialist in Veldman while
Cameron and sophomore Rob Baker of Wyoming, Mich, ranked one-two in the MIAA in kickoff returns last fall.
The season opener on Sept. 5 will mark the
100th game under head coach Ray Smith. Over
the past 11 years the Dutchmen have been
among the winningest small college football
teams in the nation, posting a won-loss ratio of
71%. Against MIAA opponents during that
span the Dutchmen are 42-10-3, a winning clip
of South

of

81%.

Senior quarterback Mark Spencer
Academic All-American.

Fall Sports

cross country

becomes an

Head Coach: Bill Vanderbilt
Tue., Sept. 15, HOPE INVITATIONAL, 4 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 19, GLCA Tournament at Earlham,Ind.
Sat., Sept. 26, AQUINAS, 11:45 a.m.
Fri., Oct. 2, at FerrisState Invitational,
4:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 10, 'ALBION, 11 a.m.
Sat., Oct. 17, 'at Alma, halftime
Wed., Oct. 21, 'CALVIN, 4 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 24, 'KALAMAZOO, 11 a.m.
Tue., Nov. 3, MIAA Meet at Alma, 4 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 7, MAIAW Regionals

intercollegiate sport.

'MIAA Meet
(Home meets run at HollandCountry Club)

Sports Shorts
Pete Rink '81 is the first

Hope Collegebaseball

player to earn Academic All-America honors.
The pre-med major from Holland, Mich, led
the MIAA in batting last spring while setting
several league and Hope recordsas designated
hitter and first baseman.
Rink was the only player from a Michigan
school named to the college division honor squad
which is selected by members of the College
Sports Information DirectorsAssociation.
Last spring he was presented the Miner
Stegenga Award which is given to the Hope
student-athletewith exemplaryleadershipin
Christian campus activity while demonstrating

Tanya Shire has been named to the physical
education faculty. Her appointment brings to
three the number of fulltime female members on
the physical education faculty. In addition to
teaching physiology of exercise and biomechanics, Shire will coach volleyball and tennis. She will share coaching duties with Sander
DeHaan of the volleyballsquad.
Shire has been a member of the faculty at
Houghton College in New York since 1975. She
coached the Houghton volleyball, basketball and
tennis teams during her tenure there.
She receivedthe B.S. degree from Houghton

Head Coach: Bill Vanderbilt
Tue., Sept. 15, HOPE INVITATIONAL, 4 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 19, GLCA Meet at Earlham, Ind., 11 a.m.
Sat., Sept. 26, 'OLIVET/'ALBION,11 a.m.
Fri., Oct. 2, at Notre Dame Invitational
Sat., Oct. 10, at Tri-State,Ind. Invitational,
11 a.m.
Sat., Oct. 17, 'at Alma, halftime
Wed., Oct. 21, 'CALVIN, 4 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 24, 'KALAMAZOO, 11 a.m.
Sat., Oct. 31, ‘at Adrian,11 a.m.
Sat., Nov. 7, MIAA Meet at Kalamazoo.11 a.m.
Sat., Nov. 14, NCAA Midwest Regionals
Sat., Nov. 21, NCAA Championship Meet
'MIAA Meet
(Home meets run

PETE RINK

Women's

at HollandCountry Club)

TANYA SHIRE

athletic ability.

While at Hope he was a member of the College's pre-med and biology honor societies. He
also lettered three years in football.
He is presentlyattending the Michigan State
University school of osteopathicmedicine.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

cross country will become an inter-

collegiate sport at Hope this fall. Its addition
brings to 19 the number of sports offeredHope
students,the most of any Michigan Intercollegiate AthleticAssociation (MIAA) school.
William Vanderbilt,coach of a successful
Hope men’s cross country team the past several
years, will also guide the women's squad. Hope
has had a women's cross country club the past
couple of years.
Sports now offered women at Hope include
cross country, field hockey and volleyball in the
fall, basketball and swimming in the winter, and
archery,softball, tennis and track in the spring.
Sports offered Hope men includecross country, golf, football and soccer in the fall, basketball, swimming and wrestlingin the winter,and
baseball, tennis and track in the spring.
Hope has won the MIAA all-sports championship the past two years. Beginning this year
the all-sports award will be based on the best
fort in both men's and women's

GOLF
Head Coach: Doug Peterson ,
Wed., Sept. 9, AQUINAS, 1 p.m.
Wed., Sept. 16, ’at Olivet, 1 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 19, 'at Albion, 10 a.m.
Mon., Sept. 21 'at Kalamazoo, 1 p.m.
Thu.. Sept. 24, 'at Alma, 11 a m.
Fri., Sept. 25, at Aquinas Invitational,10 a.m.
Tue., Sept. 29, 'at Calvin, 1 p.m.

m

Sat., Oct. 3. 'HOPE, 10 a
Mon., Oct. 12, 'at Adrian, 1 p.m.

•MIAA Meet
(Home meets played

at Clearbrook Country Club,

Saugatuck)

FOOTBALL
Head Coach: Ray Smith
Sat., Sept. 5, at Valparaiso. Ind.. 1:30 p m.
Sat., Sept. 12, WABASH, 1:30 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 19, at DePauw, Ind., 1:30 p m.
Sat . Sept. 26. FRANKLIN. 1:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 10, t'ALBION. 2:15 p.m
Sat.. Oct. 17, 'at Alma. 2: 15 p.m
Sat., Oct. 24, 'KALAMAZOO, 1:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 31 'at Adrian, 1:30 p m.
Sat., Nov. 7, 'OLIVET. 1 p.m.

tHomecoming:'MIAA Game
Hand Municipal

is

also

an

Action

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Women's

~

SOCCER
Head Coach: Gregg Afman
Fri., Sept. 11, at Wabash, Ind_
Sat., Sept. 12, at DePauw, Ind., 1 p.m.
Wed., Sept. 16, at Purdue Calumet, Ind., 4 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 19, MICHIGAN STATE, 1 p.m.
Wed., 'Sept. 23, 'at Alma, 3:30 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 25, 'OLIVET, 3:30 p.m.
Tue., Sept. 29, 'at Adrian, 3:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 3, 'at Albion, 10 a.m.
Wed., Oct. 7, CENTRAL MICHIGAN, 3:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 10, 'CALVIN, 11 a.m.
Wed., Oct. 14, 'at Kalamazoo,3:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 17, 'ALMA, 1:30 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 21, 'at Olivet, 3:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 24, 'ADRIAN, 11 a.m.
Tue., Oct. 27, 'ALBION, 3:30 p.m.
Wed. Nov. 4, 'at Calvin, 3 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 7, 'KALAMAZOO, 10:30 a.m.

'MIAA Game
(Home games played
Avenue)

at

FIELD

11th Street and Fairbanks

HOCKEY

Head Coach: Marjorie Snyder
Fri. -Sat., Sept. 18-19, GLCA Tournament at Wooster,

Ohio

Tue., Sept. 22, 'ALMA, 3:30 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 26, 'OLIVET, 11 a.m.
Thu., Oct. 1, 'at Albion, 3:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 3, at 'Calvin w/Goshen, 10:30 a.m.
Tue., Oct. 6, 'at Adrian, 4 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 10, 'KALAMAZOO, 11 a m.
Wed., Oct. 14, 'CALVIN, 3 p.m.
Fri., Oct. 16, 'at Alma, 3:30 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 21, "at Olivet, 4 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 24, 'at Kalamazoo, 11 a.m.
Wed., Oct. 28, 'ALBION, 3:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 31, 'ADRIAN, 11:30 a.m
Fri. -Sat., Nov. 6-7,
Regionals at Albion

MAIAW

'MIAA Game
(Home games played at Van Raalte AthleticComplex)

VOLLEYBALL
Coaches: Tanya Shire and Sander DeHaan
Sat.. Sept. 12, at Kellogg CC Tournament
Fri. -Sat., Sept. 18-19, GLCA Tournament at Wooster, Ohio

m

Tue., Sept. 22, 'at Albion, 7 p
Sat , Sept. 26, "at Adrian,11:30 a.m.
Wed., Sept. 30, 'KALAMAZOO, 7 p m.
Sat., Oct. 3, 'at Calvin, 11 a.m.
Tue., Oct. 6, 'ALMA, 7 p.m
Thu., Oct 8, 'OLIVET, 6 p
Tue., Oct 13. at FERRIS, \ P.M.
Fri , Oct. 16, at Grand Valley wTake Superior, 7 p m.
Sat., Oct. 17, 'ALBION & AQUINAS, 11 a
Thu., Oct 22, 'ADRIAN, 7 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 24, 'at Kalamazoo,10 a
Tue., Oct. 27. 'CALVIN & GRAND VALLEY,
Sat.. Oct. 31. at 'Alma wiSiena Heights, 11 a m.
Thu.. Nov 5, at Spring Arbor w/Taylor University,
7 p.m
Tue., Nov. 10, 'at Olivet, 6 p.m.
Thu -Sat.,Nov. 12-14, S MAIAW Tournament
Thu -Sat , Nov. 19-21. MAIAW Regionals

m

m

m

•MIAA Meet

7pm

8
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Guarded

Expectatiji

"America's l nergv is Miiulpower' is j
launched in |uly be the (. ouncil tor tin- \ jna
Support of Education tor the purpose o'attention on what higher education has ;toi
keeping with the theme, we begin a sern- in jI
members of a profession which traditions,hJ‘
for the learned. Ihroughout America s In ,n. >
frequently has been v iew ed as the major In ior
individual and society. Our series will w Jn't
profiling teachers in a wide varietyof s' jons
individual teaching styles and hold di'vi-i dui
philosophies.

by Eileen Beyer
"Only the educated are

free." —

Epictetus

They never host a parent-teacherconference.
They never chaperone a school dance. They
never roust out cigarette smokers from the
school washrooms. They work year-round.
They are paid well. Their day may or may not
begin with a shakedown.
Ella Van Faasen '64 Von Ins and Dick Mezeske

,

'69 are teachers in the pre General Education

Diploma program at Michigan Dunes Correctional Facility, a state prison for young men
locatedin a former Catholic boys school just
outside Saugatuck, Mich. Von Ins, a slight,
softspoken woman whose overall image of
frailty is cut by an underlying tone of quiet
determination, teaches English, reading and
math to prison residents whose competency is at
approximately the 6th through 9th grade level.
Mezeske, tall and slender with a slightly bookish
look, teaches basic reading skills to residents who
are below 6th grade level. Von Ins has taught at
the prison since it opened three years ago.
Mezeske joined the staff the following year.
What makes their teachingsituation most different from that of other purveyors of learningis
the fact that they are offered almost none of the
professionalrewards normally associatedwith
teaching.
"The real differencefor me is that these
men — my students — are not my friends and
never will be," says Von Ins. "We're not encouraged (by prison officials)to get close to our
students.And even if those restraints were absent, it would be difficult to form friendships.
Many have emotional deficits.Moreover,their
societal background is totally different from the
interaction they're expected to carry on with us.
We've got our sides drawn up rather clearly, you
see. We're part of that prison establishment in
their eyes and they'renot willing to reveal anything of their own person to us as a result. And
then, added to all of this is the fact that those few
people that staff members have gotten close to
usually have let them down in some way.
."
Seemingly denied all the potential rewards
of one-to-one, student-teacherrelationships,
Von Ins and Mezeske also have few opportunities for creative teaching,at least not in the
normally accepted sense of the term. The preGED program is competencybased instruction.
All the core materialsare standardizedby state
officialsfor use in Michigan state prisons. Everything is programmed and set up on modules . The
students progress through the modules at their
own pace and their completed work is corrected
on the spot. Although prison teachers are given
some latitude in settingup their courses, once
that planning is completed there is no day-today preparation.The classrooms are, by Von
.

New
Form

Of

Con
Artistry

For many of them, con artistry was a way of
gettingby in the world. Now, separated from
society by the fences and doors and locks of the
Michigan Dunes CorrectionalFacility, 15 men
have learned to "put one over" an audience, to
act out parts in a play which they believepresents some of the basic realities of their lives.
Directed by Deborah Noe 71 Schakel, these
prison residentspresented in July an original
play, "Learning to Die," writtenby a resident of
the three-year-oldmedium securityprison.
"Learning to Die" presentsthe experiencesof a
young black man, short on cash and long on
obligations, who, with a partner, robs a business
and kills its owner in the process.The play relates his subsequent experienceswith the State
of Michigan judicial system and its correctional
facilities,leadingup to his final "reform." The
play's audience was made up of prison residents
and invitedguests.
"It really is their play," says Schakel, who
directed the prison actors under a grant from the
Michigan Council for the Arts. "It's a play about
their reality and how they perceive it. One of the
residents in the play pointed out to me that for

many young black men who

live in

some

places,

almost certain that either someone they
know well or they themselves eventuallywill be
sent to prison.The play is about that kind of
reality.
. What you have is just this overit's

.

.

.

As an artist-in-residence, Schakel visited the
Michigan Dunes facilityseveral times a week for
four months, conducting improvisational
theatre workshopsand rehearsing the play. Although "Learning to Die" is riddled with street
language, Schakel says she finds it to be a very
moral play because it reaffirms, from the voice of
experience,that old but often challengedadage,
Crime doesn't pay.
Prison theatrewas a big step for Schakel,
whose resume includesa heavy dose of children's theatre. She's currently teaching an introductory course in theatre to Hope students.
She says her work at the prison has reenforcedan
idea she often presentsin her classroom lectures :
Theatre can't change the world, just the way you
look at the world.
Schakel was particularly interested in the improvisationalworkshops she conducted, work
she hopes to continue.An experiment which she
felt worked especially well was a sound collage in
which the actors pulled together things they remembered hearing from childhood.An observer
of one session noted that Schakel really was
working with the inmates' feelings and probably
reaching otherwise hidden emotions. Because
. Schakel believesthat "theatre is a place where
you can say things you can't say anywhere
else," she acknowledges that it might have been
somewhat rehabilitative for the prison residents

!

Ins' and Mezeske's description, "bleak" with th
few visual stimulants because the nicer postersj sti
and decorationshave "disappeared."The teach- fwi
ing, says Von Ins, is "all repitition. We do thy ' be
same thing over and over and over again — and
that leaves little chance for the excitement
pr
getting involved in a decent discussion or pre- tu
senting something you're really excited about or m
attached
^
Mezeske agrees. "It's so repetitive that it
forces you to be creative in the application of the
materials — just so you don't go bonkers. I
wouldn't call it creative teaching,but, at the
same time, it really tests your inventiveness to
get through to some of these fellows.
The largest majority of Mezeske's pupils are it 1 vt
bie: : lithe 3rd and 4th grade level. Many have troubk
puttingwords togetherinto sentencesand reading newspapers. Occasionally,a student enters k
his classroom without even knowing the
i
j

of

to."

.......

phabet.

1

al-

f

b

Both believe they do their studentsservice by p
placing rigid demands upon them. "Compassion ! f n
is there, but we can't act on it," claims Von Ins. I
"Compassionis not what they need. They need
e
strict framework in which to work. Their back- p
grounds are full of compassion — you don't go tQ. ji
prison on the first shot. They've had lots of ,
chances and somewhere along the line they'v.e
' /VS I
picked up the idea that they're only going to get s
slappedon the wrist and the judge is going to be t
compassionate.I feel compassion, but I can't see
that it would be useful . They'd see compassion as t

a

a

weakness."

r

.

•

When

asked if they think they are changing , c
lives, the two respond that they really have no ‘ a
idea. Frequent transfers and releases make fora
constantlyshifting studentbody. It’s impossible«/ I
.

for the prison teachers to keep tabs on a student's j

progress once he has left the Dunes facility. , J
Thpv do
dn know that the number of students in
i
They
in
three years who have completed the entire pro- •
gram and earned their high school equivalent
diploma can be numbered on one hand. The vast
\

majority of their students,they say, are best
described as "reluctant
1
"And yet, it still amazes me that they do g(f ;
involvedin it, " Von Ins adds . "They come in daV
after day and work up to six hours on something

learners." ,

i

i

be rehabilitative for everyone working with it,
not just residents of institutions, but everyone."
For Schakel herself, work at the prison has'] ibeen rehabilitative in that it has meant a return l
to making theatre happen, rather than just lecturing about it. "I've been doing theatre for a
long time," says the former Hope winter and
summer season actress, "but lately it's been
mostly classroom work. At the prison I ve dis’ {•
covered again that theatreis exciting—I walk
into the room where we rehearse, and they re
trying out the music and everybody is really up,
and there is this feeling that something is going
to happen.

. .

.

"The performers are different from me in jus^
aboutevery
possible: mey
they're
men. .....
I'm not,
udoui
every way possioic;
iciuw.,
almost all of them are black,
black. I'm not; they re
locked up in there, I'm not. I even need to be
educated in their language sometimes. But we re
drawn together by theatre. That's our common
uround "
'{
She admits to being a little uneasy the firsttime she entered the prison, but hastens to a
that she's also uneasv
uneasy the first time she walks
into a classroom or any unfamiliarsituation.
Soon, she says, it was only the thorough security checks — the prelude to each visit — which

ground."
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i
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Prison Teachers

wimpaign
Ijinemenland

’L'

in a

national
luV

H

"h'jons, w,ho practice
U dii! .ducational

lv

witF^ that would just drive me up a wall if I were a
student. The only thing that

rposten

I

can explainthat

peac^ij with is the fact that prison seems to be extremely

boring and going to class is something to do."
in-and
What made them take the teaching jobs at a
nentof
prison and, given the seemingly few opporor pretunities for professionalgratification, what
aboutor makes them stay?
\ i Mezeske, married to the former Barb Skidbat
more '70 and the father of two young children,
nolthe -• says the salary of the job made it attractive to
ts
him , especially after teachingfor nearly a decade
at the
in school systems which offered lower than averenessto
age salaries. Having completed a master's in
readinginstructionfrom Michigan State Uni-

u

it

'

1

lilsarek

nomic security,
tidreat!-"And," he adds, "I think I had a little bit of
it enters 1 idealism and thought I could help somebody. I
ie al- don't want to sound maudlin about this or tacky,
but I had been thinking about teaching in a
rviceb, prison situation for a long time. . . Whether or
ipassiof 'I not 1 still have that idealism — well, 1 don't know,
/on Ins. I think I do. Though sometimesat 4:30 at the
yneedi end of the day, I don't. But I have never in the
ir back- past two years regretted my decision to take this

ttronbl i

.

I'tgoto

r

Never."
Von Ins, divorcedand

the mother of a

young

son, had been looking for a teaching job for
;toge! several years. Before her son was born, she
igtobe taught high school English for three years,
an'tser Throughout what she terms "my extended
issionasmaternity leave" (seven years) she did substitute
: teaching.When the job at the Dunes facility was
tiangir.; ) offered, she jumped at the chance to be teaching

fiey'vffI

lave

be

,

no

again.

(ora

TOsible

i

Both feel there have been some negative ef-

fects on their personal lives as a result of their

anient'sjobs.

i . "It's difficultto work under the premise that
lentsi-ntj ho one is trustworthy, and then to shift gears
ireprc' * whenyou walkout. I think it's changed me. Dick

ility.,

ivalent and

both say that we almost never think about
hevast the place when we get out of there. I never before
ebcsl in my life had a job that 1 didn't think about at
_ home ! The forgetting is necessary,it's a protecydogivi live kind of thing. It's contrived."
ieinilal
Mezeske says he has to work hard not to be a
lethinj dictator at home, to say no to his three-year-old
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whole?

job.

j

.

its of

continuingappeal of the job is tied to the fact that
a far cry from a normal nine-to-five routine.
'Although it's repititiousand routine, there's
always somethinghappening that's a surprise,
always some guy who's going to pull something
you've never seen before or do it in a new
tenor."
Although both say they don't work under
fear, not even during the riots which occurredat
several other Michigan prisonsthis past Memorial Day weekend,they both admit there's a
certain tension always present.Mezeske laughs
now about the furious case of hives he broke out
with the evening followinghis first day of training. ("I wasn't used to walking down the hall and
having some guy whistle at me. And when they
know you're new, they really lay it on.") Von
Ins says that although she's never feared for her
life, "there are many confrontationsand these
are taxing personally.And I guess the thing is I
feel like I'm on trial at all times. Am I going to do
the right thing in dealing with a situation and
people that I don't fully understand?"
Both readily point to results of their higher „
education at Hope which have contributedto
their ability to perform in the very demanding
spot of the prison classroom.
"I didn't come out of Hope a specialist.I got a
broad background," says Mezeske. "And the
more ammunition — the more history, the more
literature, the more whatever you have behind
you in our situation is a God-send.”
Are Ella Von Ins and Dick Mezeske putting
their mindpower to good use? Are they having a
small hand in the rehabilitation of individual
lives and, in so doing, recharging society as a
'

TTISFu1

'this premise by

•ic

*\

that's different from the absoluteshe

it's

lor improv ing the
"ill

way

sets in his classroom. He says he thinks the

hor society . In
na'fri'in alumni teachers,
has been reserved
ricasLrv, education
'n
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"All the statisticsand reports indicate that

if

you're black (as most of the Dunes residents are)

and have a high school education,you may as
well chuck it as far as getting a job is concerned.
The GED is not going to make them any more
hirable than they were without a high school
diploma," says Von Ins.
Yet, within that limiting framework, they do
believe there are some important lessonsthey
can bring to their students.
"I try to get my studentsto do the work out of
a sense of self-pride, to show themselves that
they can doit," Mezeske says. "It's not going to
get them a job, more than likely. But it will teach
them something about self discipline.And, if for
no other reason, I think a person should learn to
read to feel good about himself, to see himselfas
a worthwhile person."
Learning to read for its own sake. Stretching
one's mind and, subsequently, adjustingone's
sense of capabilities.A small glimmer of the type
of power that is capable of energizinga nation?

One of the actors, Wayne Gilmore, says he
enjoyed being in the play because he likes "to see
people get off on doing something.
"The play in itself is beautiful," he continues,
"and the individualsare nice. It's nice to be
working togetheron something. You don't have
a lot of chances to do that in an institution."
The playwright,Arthur Lee Hamilton, wrote
most of the script in a single night, sprawled out
on the bathroom floor, the only place in the
prison where the lights stay on all night. His
script was fleshedout with work that had
emerged from the workshops and original music
was composed by some prison musicians.Hamilton says, "It's been exciting to see my play come
to life. At first,1 was worried because there
weren't going to be many props or scenes.But
Deb said, Trust me,' and 1 did and when it
started coming togetherwith the things from the
workshops, it seemed perfect."
Schakel holds a master's degree in theatre
from the Universityof Minnesota. A resident of
Holland, she has conducted local workshopsin
theatre and creativity and was director of the
Hope Summer Repertory Theatre'sChildren s
Performance Troupe from 1973-1975. In 19, 3
she directed the Young People s Theatre of the
University of Minnesota. She has written several children's plays and worked as a puppeteer
in Grand Rapids and Indianapolis. She is marned
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9

,

11 a.m. Convocation honoring Dr.
Calvin A. VanderWerf’37,
Dimnent Memorial
N
12 p.m. Unveiling ceremony at Physics-Mathematics
Building in honor of Dr. VanderWerf

Chapel

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10
& Fraternity Breakfastsand Luncheons
9 a.m. Class of 1976 Reunion, Phelps Hall
9 a.m. Class of 1971 Reunion, Durfee Hall
1 1 a.m. Soccer — Hope vs. Calvin, VanRaalte Field
11 a.m. Women’s Cross Country — Hope vs. Albion, Holland
Sorority

Country Club
j

11 a.m. Field Hockey— Hope vs. Kalamazoo, VanRaalte Field
11:30 a.m. HClub Luncheon,Lincoln Elementary School
2:15 p.m. Football — Hopevs. Albion, Holland Stadium
After

G

Game
After

Cider, donuts and jazz, VanRaalte

Game

Open House

at

Commons^

Voorhees Hall

Evening Fraternity Dinners and

SUNDAY, OCTOBER

1

Socials
1

11 a.m. Chapel Service,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel
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The Myers Touch Turns Ideas into Print
by Deb Hall '80
In his essay Notes on Connection, design critic

Ralph Kaplan observes that “making connec-

tions is the basis of poetry, invention, crime
detection, and air travel." After spending several

hours talking with David Myers it becomes evident that his life is based on a series of somewhat
unusual connections.
At age 16 Myers was a budding young insurance clerk in his family's business.He was also
the youngest licensedsalesman in the state of
Washington.(Myers never sold a policy, but up
until a few years ago, his father regularlyrenewed his son's license.)
At Whitworth College, Myers was a pre-med
chemistry major. He took the medical school
admission test, but never mailed in his med
school applications. Instead, he took several psy- chology courses his senior year and, subsequently, enrolled at the University of Iowa
where he earned a master's and a doctoratein
social psychology. He decided he wanted to
teach, and teach he did, arrivingatHope College
in 1967.
To make a long story short, the insurance
derk, pre-med student,sodal psychologist,and
teacher is now also a writer. And there's no
hesitationin the quick voice that states, "I've
enjoyed writing as much as anything else in my
career."

During the last five years, Myers has authored two books. The Human Puzzle:
Psychological Research and Christian Belief
(1978), which will soon appear in a Chinese edition, and The InflatedSelf: Human Illusions •
and the Biblical Call to Hope (1980), which earlier this month appeared in a paperback edition.
For the last two years, most of Myers' energy
has been channelled into writing a sodal psychology textbook for McGraw-Hill,scheduled
for production this fall.
Articles based on materialfrom his books and
-.other sources have been published in Psychology Today, SaturdayReview, Christian Century, ChristianityToday, Science Digest,
American Scientist and Today's Education.
Deb Hall was

a

News from Hope College writing

'assistant during her student days and is

employed as
7

oxal A

a writer at

now

Herman Miller,, Inc.

of

It might seem that Myers' career began by
acddent. In fact, it was a matter of making the
right connections,or being in the right place at
the right time. Because of his researchon group
influence, for which he won the Gordon Allport
Intergroup Relations Prize, and about which he
has lectured at Yale, Harvard and elsewhere, he
was invited to do a series of lectures as part of a
faculty developmentprogram for eight churchrelated Colleges. As Myers explainedit, anyone
who is given a challenge like this along with a
bundle of money and a year and a half to write

on the name of Jack Ridl, assistant professorof
English.
"When it comes to writingyou might say that
I'm Eliza Doolittle and Jack is my Henry Higgins," he .says.

my worst subject. My wife was an .
English major in college and to this day she, is
appalled at my ignorance of the parts of speech,
grammatical construction,and so forth," he
glish was

says.

As much

Myers is a

The close relationship between the two writers
is evidentin Myers' voice and eyes as he searches
for the right words to relate the tale of their first

teacher and a sodal psychologist.Not only is his

co-effort.

but his careers are also connected,all three serv-

Myers wrote a piece that appeared in Human
Nature. He was then asked by its editors to write
a light article on a related subject. Myers underthe lectures will find a way to write the lectures.
stood what the editors wanted, but didn't know
That was all the push that was needed.
quite how to create it. On the other side of
"I enjoyed writing those and it started a new
campus in the Englishdepartment, Ridl was proprofessionaldimensionas a writer," he says.
ducing witty memos as well as his own published
Although Myers says that sodal psychologists writing. Myers went to Ridl in hopes of merging
are primarily involved in research,he has spent
the Ridl wit with the Myers content.The resultless time in the lab since he began writing. "I
ing piece "Can We All Be Better Than Averhave been more of a sdence writer," he says,
age?" found its way into PsychologyToday.
"taking things that are especially interestingto
The association has gone beyond that original
me and my disripline of sodal psychology and
purpose as Myers and Ridl have collaboratedon
asking how they connect with everyday conseveral articles. Beyond that, Ridl has become
cerns, or what they tell us about human nature. "
Myers' right hand on some other compositions,
More predsely, Myers' main concerns are
includingediting the entire textbook. While leafconnecting the findings of sodal psychological
ing through a transcript of the last chapterof the
research with biblicaland theological ideas about
textbook, Myers chuckled and, pointing out
human nature.
many ink scribblings in the margins, said that
Themes prevalent in sodal psychology — love when Ridl gets wound up he can have as many
arid hate, conflict and peace, prejudiceand connotes in the margin as there are words on the
formity, and other topics inherent to human
page.
existance — run through his writingwith a subtle
"His sensitivity far exceeds my own," says
Christian perspectiveadded. His work is interMyers. "He can tell me how this is going to
connected so that articlesevolve out of his books .
make a reader feel. After he says it I can see it,
Just as easily, articlesare folded into books, espebut often I just can't sense it or feel it until he
dally the textbook. For example, the article
points it out to me. He is so affirmingin the way
which appears on page 11 of News from the
he does it. It's just very easy to take from him."
College discusses how people form false beliefs.
The two writers have a rapport that encomThis is condensed from The Inflated Self, and, in
passes the bounds of sensitivity. Myers says that
turn, will be re-expanded in the textbook. "We
each exposes a lot of himself to the other. "The
do different permutations on the same ideas,"
relationshiphas been very satisfyingfor me,"
he explains. "If you had to count the number of
says Myers. "From what he says it's been
independent ideas on which I've written, there
gratifyingfor him too."
may actuallybe only a half dozen."
Myers is still somewhat amazed over his
In his desire to make connections between
new-found career. He says he's astonished to
differing disciplines, Myers says he's become
hear himself say that he loves "sitting at the
somewhat of an intellectual parasite at Hope
typewriter" or "the art of crafting a sentence."
College.He quicklyrecites the names of a host of
All this is from a person who would have placed
faculty members and departments he has frebeing a writer at the top of a "least likely to be"
quently called on for information and advice. In
list.

.

as

writer, he is first of all a

subject matter connected in his published work

ing the objectives of each other.
As a teacher and a writer,Myers' reach extends outside any classroom on Hope's campus.
There's a tone of convictionas he states that he
definitely doesn't want to leave teaching. Grabbing a pile of copies of his artides Myers says,
"All the material here is material I have taught
first and then written about."
But he doesn'tteach just to serve his writing.
In and of itself, Myers believes that teaching is
important in his life. "Indeed, you can turn it
around and say that writingis really a magnification of my role as a teacher," he says. In fact,
Myers quotes a colleaguewho says that "writing
is teaching on a wider scale to a broader audience."
"What I talked,about last semester with 75
students may now be read by thousands," he
says. "And to think, the teachingI do here might
potentiallybe amplified many times over
through this textbook. If it succeeds,later edi-

become "a lifetime activity.
"Now, with this writing, and espetially the

tions will

writing of the textbook. I've read thousands of
studies— from A to Z in the discipline," he says.
"I think I know my discipline much more comprehensively than I did when I was doing
specalizedresearch."
That's not to say that researchdidn't have its
benefits. Some of the connections that have led
him into writing are the result of his research.
"It's

terribly exciting to think that in the last five

years things have happened that I never envisioned for myself." The right connections
were providentiallythere and the connections
were asking to be made.
"It's a big part of the joy of writing — to read
something and think, aha, that relates to that.'
That's the creativity in writing."Then, pausing
and leaningover the table, he surmises, "I think
what I do best and eniny mnct is nmkmg_mnnacJ

—
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The Psychology

This articleis adapted from David Myers' recent
-book, The Deflated Self: Human Illusions and
, the Biblical Call to Hope (Seabury). The article
appeared in Science Digest, August, 1981, and
is reprintedwith permission. Dr. Myers is professor of psychology, having joined the Hope
faculty in 1967. He is a graduate of Whitworth
r College and holds the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from the University of Iowa.

by David G. Myers
Leaving no stone unturned in their search for
r the child killer, Atlanta police flew in "police

psychic" Dorothy Allison last November. Allison was only the most prominentstone in a
psychic avalanche.But after she was long gone,
after hundreds of other psychicvisions had been
scrutinized, it remained for police work to go on

,

in

more

traditional

ways.

These psychic failures are reminiscent of an
earlier tragic case. After Charles Lindbergh's
baby was kidnapled in 1932, two Harvard psychologists invited people to report their dreams
concerning the whereabouts of the child. Of the
1,300 reports received,only four anticipated
even the three basic facts: death, bprial, a

wooded

area.

Las Vegas casinos skim off only 1.4% of
money bet at the crap tables. So a psychic who
could beat chance by even three percent would
make the same hefty profit as the house. But the
> casinos continue to operate, showing, as always,
the expected return.
Is there, in all the world, a single psychic who
can discern the contents of a sealed envelope,
move remote objects or read others' minds? If so,
magician James Randi will be surprised — and
- poorer. For nearly 20 years, he has been offering
$10,000 to anyone who can perform just one
such feat. Nearly 600 have inquired,57 took the
test. All failed.
Have laboratoryexperiments fared better?
British psychologistC. E. M. Hansel typifies the
skepticismof most researchpsychologists:"Af" ter a hundred years of research,not a single
individual has been found who can.demonstrate
ESP to the satisfaction of independent investigators." Even JohnBeloff, past president of the
ParapsychologicalAssociation,acknowledges
that "no experiment showing the clear existence
of the paranormal has been consistently repeated
by other investigatorsin other laboratories."

A Majority Claim
Why, then, has belief in the paranormal become so normal? Why do 58 percent of Ameri-

Are

YOU

a

cans claim they have "personally experienced"

ESP?
Vivid anecdotes are more persuasive and
memorable than statisticalfacts. People's minds
are swayed more by dramatic testimonialsthan
by dry facts.For example, one recent University
of Michigan study found that a single vivid wel-

more impact on opinions about
welfare recipients than factual statistics.
People'sbelief in ESP is similarlyrooted in
dramatic stories and experiences.At California
State University at Long Beach, Barry Singer
and Victor Benassi had someone demonstrate a
simple set of tricks designed to simulate ESP.
Even when they were forewarned that this was a
magician who would merely "pretend to read
minds and demonstrate psychic abilities," most
students were convinced the performer was
psychic.
People fail to recognize chance events for
what they are. People believein ESP because
they see ordinary events as highly improbable.
Ask someone the chances that at least 2 people in
a group of 30 will have the same birthday.Most
underestimate the correct answer — there will be
2 such people 70 percent of the time.
Given the billions of events in the world each
day and the innumerable possible pairings, some
coincidencesare bound to occur. We all have our
favorite "incredible"coincidences.
Here's mine:
The King James version of the Bible was completed on William Shakespeare'sputativefortysixth birthday.In Psalm 46, the forty-sixth word
is "shake," and the forty-sixthwdrd from the
end is "spear." (It is perhaps even more incredible that someone discovered this!)
Given the hundreds of psychic visions of Atlanta's child killer a few are bound to be close.
Indeed, many psychics offer scatter-gunpredictions, almost guaranteeing a few hits, which the
media are only too happy to report.
Preconceptions bias interpretations
and
memories.One of the most startling facts about
the human mind is the extent to which preconceived notionsbias the way information is interpreted and remembered.Sometimes our minds
block something we could readily see if only we
were predisposed to perceiveit. While reading
these words, for example, you have probably
been unaware until this moment that you were
looking at your nose.
Our prejudgmentscan also induce us to see
and recall what we already believe. Even when
observing purely random events, people easily
become convinced that significant relationships
are occurring — when they expect to see them.
Conversely, premonitions that fail are usually
forgotten.
fare case had

person involved with today’s young people?
Surveys

of

most influentialaspect of
that student’s choosing Hope College was the
personal contact he or she had with persons
who have had (or have) an affiliation with Hope

The tendency to selectively notice, interpret thing.
and recall events in ways that sustain our existing ideas inevitablydistorts our intuition. InPseudomysteries
deed, researchershave used these deficiencies in
Fortunately,
creationstill contains mystery
human intuition to manufacture false beliefs in
ESP. Fred Ayeroff and Robert Abelson of Yale aplenty without our having to invent
asked 100 students to try to transmit mentally pseudomysteries. Physicistsdescribestrange,
one of five possible symbols to another student, nonsubstantive realitieswith seemingly conwho would guess what was transmitted. The ESP tradictory theories. Psychologistsare only beginning to fathom the awesome process by
rate proved nearly identical to the chance rate of
which the human brain assembles neural im20 percent. Nevertheless,students were confipulses into a visual image. Our minds cannot
dent that ESP was occurring more than 50 percomprehendhow the Universe began from nothcent of the time.
We yearn to believe. Finally, people may be- ing, or alternatively, how it could exist without
beginning.
lieve in ESP because they want to. In the CreaThese grand mysteries remind us of our
tion story, humanity's fall occurs when human
mind's limits. So also does our vulnerabilityto
limits are denied rather than accepted.Today,
paranormal belief, even in the face of repeated
believers in ESP proclaim our potential for godfailures to confirm psychic phenomena. Indeed,
like omniscience— reading minds, knowing the
the belief we can hold with greatest certaintyis
future. They tempt each of us to deny our finitethe humblingconvictionthat some of our beliefs
ness.
contain error. Hence our need, at all times, to
Many are also motivated by a yearning for
check our beliefs against the facts as best we can
mystery in an age when religious faith has
waned and science may seem to demystify exis- discern them and to discipline our undisciplined
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Alumni Fund Leaders

John Versteeg '65
National Chairman

Most New
Class of

Donors
1980
Rep

Total

Donors

Class of

Increased Giving

Class of 1951
John Van Eenenaam,
Class Rep

Rep

Antoinette
Class

Jenni Liggett, Class

1950
Sikkel,

Annual
Alumni
Fund

$245,320

Donor
1936
Lente
Rep

Average Gift Per
Total Class Giving

Class of

Class of 1964

Doris Van
Neckers, Class

Ed & Diana Hellenga Marsilje, Class Reps
(continued from page 1)

dasses that surpassed $10,000 in gifts included
1931, 1936, 1938, 1939, 1948, 1949, 1950, 1951,
1952, 1962, 1964 and 1965.
Other leaders included: most new donors,
Class of 1980 with 82, Jenni Liggett, class rep;
percent of participation. Class of 1921 at 75 percent, Harold Veldman, dass rep ; total number of
donors. Class,of 1950 with 172, Antoinette Sikkel, dass rep; increased giving over last year's
total, Class of 1951 at $6,963 to total of $15,214,
John Van Eenenaam, class rep; and average gift
per donor. Class of 1936 at $214,57, Doris Van
Lenta Neckers, class rep.
It was another banner year for gifts from
alumni celebrating reunions as these classes contributed$77,534 or 17 percent of the total.
.

Contributions from reunion classes with the
previous year's total in parentheses were: Class
of 1931, $10,564 ($6,421); Class of 1936,
$11,587 ($5,924); Class of 1941, $7,405
($4,635);Class of 1946, $6,380 ($6,555); Class
of 1951, $15,214 ($8,251) ; Class of 1956, $9,395
($6,012); Class of 1961, $7,696 ($7,600); and
Class of 1966, $9,017 ($8,148).

'79 Grads Give

Hope

A Passing Grade
Results of a survey of the Class of 1979 regarding their opinions on the value of the educational

experience while at Hope have been announced
by Darlys Topp, director of Career Planning and
Placement.
Perhaps the most positive survey result was
members of the
Class of '79 would recommend Hope to a potential student.Ninety-nine percent of the respondents indicatedthey would recommend Hope
either unconditionally or conditionally.
Approximatelyhalf (47%) of the class went
on to graduate school. Only 39% of the women
went on to graduate school whereas 57% of the
men did. However, 86% of the women were
accepted to the graduate school of their first
choice while 79% of the men got into their first
that referring to whether or not

choice.

Most respondents felt positive about how
Hope had prepared them for graduate school.
Respondentswho indicatedthat they were not
well prepared were students who had changed
from one academic field to another.
Only three respondents (1.5%) said they were
unemployed.Over half (59%) said they had jobs
within two months of graduation and only 8%
took longer than seven months to attain their
career. Seventy-five percent of the respondents
said they were able to find work related to their

Hope College major and

half of the

remainder

said they did not look for jobs related to their

major or program of study.
A copy of the survey results may be obtained
from the Office of Information Services,Hope
College, Holland MI 49423.

Percent of Participation
Class of 1921
Harold Veldman,
Class Rep.

An important aspect of the alumni annual
fund has been the matching gift program in
which employers match the contributionof employees to their alma maters. In the past four
years these matching gifts have more than doubled, increasingfrom $23,154 in 1967-77 to
$51,800 this past year.
The goal

for the

1981-82 campaign will be

1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82

$500,000.

H-People
Fullbright Scholar
An ancientcenter of learningwill be home to
Chris Buys '66 and his family in September
when he becomes a senior lecturer in psychology
at the University of Alexandria in Egypt. Buys
has been offered the position through the prestigious Fulbright Fellowship program.He will
take a 10 month leave of absence from his post as
vice chancellor for academic affairs at the Universityof Houston, Victoriacampus.
The Fulbrightprogram is intended to facilitate
culturalexchanges to broaden understanding
among scholars and to be named to a fellowship
is a high academic honor for a U.S. professor.
Althoughthere are now only 60 percentas many
Fulbright exchanges as there were in 1965, the
program has sent 45,000 Americans to foreign
countriesand brought 85,000 foreignstudents,
teachers and researchersfo the U.S. since its
inception . Buys is the only American seleaed for
the University of Alexandria this year. American and Egyptian Fulbright committees jointly
made the selection.
In Egypt Buys will pursue studies in psychology and archeaology. He has traveledto the
British Virgin Islandsand Turkey for nautical
archaeology research and recently returned from
a trip to India and Nepal.
"The Fulbrightis one of my dreams," he says,
"and I am most anxious to take advantage of the
endlessopportunitiesto carry on my researchin
Egypt, an extremely ancient and important
.

JACK

HASCUP

JAMES

Alumni Lead
Two Hope alumni were

COOK

RCA

elected to the top lead-

ership positionsof the General Synod of the
Reformed Church in America. The Rev. Jack
Hascup '53 of Glen Head, Long Island was elected presidentand Dr. James I. Cook '48 of Holland, Mich, was named vice president at the
Synod's annual session in June.
Hascup is.pastor of Brookville Reformed
Church on Long Island and has been active in
Hope alumni activities for many years, serving
as presidentof the national Alumni Association

from 1976-1979.

He received his master of.divinity degree from
1956.
He and his wife, the former Ruth Helen Bloodgood '54, have a daughter Ruth Anne '80, a
teacher in Zeeland, Mich.
Dr. Cook is professor of New Testament at
Western Theological Seminary. He joined the
faculty there in 1964. In 1966 he was a participant in a Near-Eastern ArchaeologicalSeminar
in Palestine, sponsored by the Institute for
civilization."
Mediterranean Studies. He is a frequent lecturer
He has been studying Arabic on his own for
the past few months and will take a two-week on Biblical archaeology and other subjects.
He receivedhis master's degree from Michilanguage orientationcourse upon arrival in
gan State University and earned the doctor of
Alexandria.
Buys was named to his administrativeposition theology degree from Princeton Theological
Seminary in 1964.
at the University of Houston Victoriacampus
He is married to the former Jean Rivenburgh
two years ago, after serving as associate profes'50. They have four grown children.
sor of psychology there since 1975. He previously taught for five years at the New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology. He received
his doctorate from the University of Colorado.
He has published widely in psychology journals
and presented numerous papers on behaviour,
psychology and archaeology.
Daniel P. Ritsema '61, director of bands at
He and his wife, the former Beth Van Kuiken Zeeland (Mich.) High School, has been named
'67, have two children:Matthew, 11, and Amy, recipient of the Zeeland Public Schools Distin-

New BrunswickTheologicalSeminary in

Distinguished

Employee

CHRIS

BUYS

DANIEL RTTSEMA

employed by the distrirt since 1963. He was
commended for his community involvement,
outstanding teachingperformance, leadership in
his church, involvement in the Michigan Band .
and Orchestra Association,and his out of school
leadershipon behalf of youth as a coach, youth
leader and counselor.
Ritsema is a native of Momence, 111. He received a Bachelor of Music degree from Hope and
a master's in Music Education at the University
of Michiganin 1966.
Zeeland's bands attainedthe highest ratings
possible under DirectorRitsema's baton. He has
led his area music directors as presidentof their
organization.In addition,he serves as choir director of the Beechwood Reformed Church, Holland.

Ritsema is married to the former Evonne
Taylor '66 of Zeeland. They have two daughters,
Jeanifer and Mary.

H-Club Goes Coed
The alumni H-Club will go coed beginning
members of the organization'sboard of

this fall,

directors have decided.

The H-Club is comprised of Hope graduates
who competed in athletics. Until now the organization has consistedonly of men.
Noting that the college gives equal emphasis
to all its athletic teams, be they male or female,
the H-Club board unanimouslyapproved the
change. The board also voted to change its
makeup to includewomen as officers and direc-

tors.

The annual H-Club luncheon will be held
Saturday, Oct. 10 in conjunction with
Homecoming. Spouses will be encouraged to
join H-Club members at the luncheon.
The 1971 MIAA champion Hope cross coun-

.

T

Summer

9-

class notes
1920s

Minnie Rozeboom '24, Sanko, was honoredby the
New York Area Council of Churcheswith a Certificate
of Merit for outstanding ecumenical community service and contributions to the life of North Park United
_ Presbyterian Church.
FrederickOlert '26 is interim senior minister of the
Edgewood United Church of East Lansing, Mich.
Rev. Walter DeVelder'29 is preaching in Taiwan

.
this

summer at the invitationof the

Presbyterian

Church in Taiwan.

,

1930s

50th Reunion: Spring 1982 for the Class of '32
45th Reunion: Spring 1982 for the Class of '37
Rev. Dr. J. Coert Rylaarsdam '31 was awarded an
honorary Doctor of Holy Scriptures degree at the
commencementceremoniesof NorthwesternCollege
in Orange City, la.
Lester Kieft '34 retiredfrom the chemistry department of Buckness University, Lewisburg,Pa., after
almost 40 years at that university.
Gertrude Holleman Meengs '34 was honored on
May 21, 1981 by SouthernNormal School in Brewton,
Ala., upon her retirement.
Rev. Herman Luben '38 led a workshop entitled
"EvangelismWorking Group" at this summer's
American Festivalof Evangelism.
Rev. Adrian Newhouse '38 retiredfrom active
ministry after nearly 40 years of service.
Rev. Heath Goodwin '39 is associatepastor of the
First United MethodistChurch of Holland, Mich.

1940s
40th Reunion: Spring 1982 for the Class of '42
35th Reunion: Spring 1982 for the Class of '47
Donald '41 and Eloise Boynton '41 Bosch missionariesfor 30 years, have co-authored a book entitled The Shells of Oman.
•' Rev. CanonEugeneTenBrink'42Ph.Dwasnamed
"Canon Theologian"of the Lexington Archdiocese of
the Holy Orthodox Church.
Rev. John Pontier '48 is pastor of the Pinelands Reformed Church in Toms River, N.J.
Audrey Reagan '48 Stone a second grade teacher at
River School in Frankfort,Mich., was voted that
school'sPTA 1981 Teacher of the Year.

Platte

'

alumni news
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Wayne Hellenga

'49 retiredas dean of school

superintendents in SouthwestMichiganafter 32 years
in education in the Decatur, Mich, system.

Rev. Robert Laman '49 is Training director'for
Shoney'sSouth, Inc. in Memphis, Tenn.

1950s

School program for his support of that pro-

gram and those who have participatedin it.
Leroy Lovelace '52 taught comparative literatureat
Bowdour College in Brumswick,Maine this summer.
He was also a residentfacultymember, teaching writing and the teaching of writing at Cornell College, Mt.
Vernon, Iowa.
Roger Knopf '53 is a flight instructorwith G &
Aviation at the Muskegon, Mich. County Interna-

W

tionalAirport.

Rev. Joseph Muyskens '53 is directorof Reformed
Inter-ChurchEffort (RICE).
Paul Van Faasen '56 was elected- to the Holland,
Mich. Board of Education.
Mary Hospers '56 Kopp was honored by Church
Women United for her outstanding serviceand commitment to her church, community and the Church

Women United.
Gordon Laman '56

Secretary for Legislationand Intergovernmental Relations, Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment, Washington D.C.
Laurie T aylor '67 Rossi, who last July set the world's
record for the 24 hour relay, ran in her 15 th marathon
last

month.

Nancy Seigman '67 Sheffieldis head teacher of
Portsmouth,R.I. nursery school.
Terry Sheffield'67, a commander

Raymond Cooper

Theological Seminary.

Edward Prins '56 was honored at

a

dinner on his

retirement from the Holland, Mich, school system
after 46 years of service.

Roger Leonard '57 has been electedpresident of the
Synod of New York in May 1981.
Jane Glouwens '58 Harrington English professor at
Hope, has been awarded a fellowship for summer
study by the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Cal Langejans '58 was honored at a 20 year reunion
of the Holland, Mich. Community Chorale for his
serviceto that group.
Rev. Larry Izenbart'59 first pastor of Fellowship
Reformed Church Holland, Mich. , was guest pastorat

the U.S. Navy,

'68 is a Fellow in the American

College of Obstetriciansand Gynecologists.
'68 will be an assistantpro-

psychologydepartmentat Mount Mercy
College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Richard Engstrom '68 was awardeda FullbrightLectureship in political science at the National Taiwan
University and the National Chengchi University in
Taipei, Taiwan.
Thomas Bruggink '69 has been selected by Lafayette
College, where he is assistant professor of economics,
fessor in the

to receive a

Harold

New

summer research fellowship.

Kamm

Don VanDyken

'76

starting

is

a

three-

year residency

in Family Medicineat Providence Hospital in South-

Mich.
Rick Wheeler '76 is senior research geologistin EnvironmentalConservationat Exxon Production Re-

Milford, Conn, and is directorof Continuing

Medical Education at New Milford Hospital.He

is also
search Company.
on the Board of Trustees of the First Congregational David Baker '77 is the art directorfor Industrial
Church, New Milford, Conn.
Media Inc. in Grand Rapids, Mich. He produced a 15
Sam Ndimbo '69 is medical directorof St. Anne's minute animated film, "Pigopolis" which won the

William Fobare

'77 is

working towards

his

Ph.D

at

Board of Education.

CPC

Thomas Kurt Johnson

David White '60 is a captainin the Chaplain Corps of
the U.S. Navy.
John Hubbard '61 Ph.D is professor and head of the
Department of Foreign Languagesand Bilingual
Studies at Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti.
Lee Lebbin '61 is directorof the libraryat Michigan

Barbara Traas '71 Chandler is choir directorat
United Presbyterian Church in Webster N.Y. She is
also an electrical drafterat Kodak, Rochester, N.Y.
Roger TenClay '71 is a data processing systems
analyst for Hallmark Industry.
Richard Hasslinger '72 was recently promoted to
assistantvice president and manager of Irving Trust
Company's deposit preparation and encoding center.
Hassinger joined Irving Trust in 1973 and was ap-

Theatre.

pointed an officer in 1978.

Tenn.

Anita Tein '72 Janowsky received a U.S. Marine
Corp. Certificate of Commendation for organizing the
unlisted and officers wives of men detached for five
months in the MediterraneanSea and Indian Ocean.
William Nicholson '72 is assistantzone manager in
Denver, Colo, for Oldsmobile.
Sally Dimon '72 Rustin is a recreationaltherapist
with mentally retarded children at LetchworthVillage
DevelopmentalCenter, in Thielles,N.Y.
Jane Decker '72 Zevalkink is a professionalpuppeteer and an actressin the community theatre in
Grand Haven, Mich.
Robert Benchley III '73 is technicaldirectorfor the
Hope Summer RepertoryTheatre.
John DeMeester'73 is the senior experimental specificationwriter at John Deere, Dubuque Works.
Rev. Peter Semeyn '73 has accepted a call to become
an associatepastor at the Christ Church of Oak Brook,
111. He has been the assistantchaplain at Hope since

Mary Mulder '77 is costume designer for The Children's PerformanceTroupe for the Hope Summer Re-

Technological University.

Rev. Frank Love '61 had a series of articles, poems
and stories published in the Ki-Ke-Pah-Wah-Ha
News of Horton, Kn.
Daniel P. Ritsema '61 has received the Zeeland,
Mich . Public Schools Distinguished Employee Award.
Justine Dakin '52 Schoeplain is a speechwriter and
of Education.

Paul Hesselink '62, associateprofessor of music at
Longwood College, served as a delegate on an official
People-to-People Mission to the Peoples Republic

Of

China and the Orient. He was among 30 members of
the music profession chosen from across the United
States.

Nancy VanderKoIk'62 Saccanicompleted

Museum of
the museum.

a

year as

Art League,

Paul Kleinheksel '63 was electedto the Holland,
Mich. Board of Education.
Kristen Blank '63 Lucas is working with battered
women in HillsdaleCounty, Mich. She was honored as
an "Agent of Change" by the American Association of

Women.

Paul Lucas '63 is assistantprofessor of physics at
Hilladale,Mich. College.
Charles A. Prins '63 owns and operates Prins Systems Analysts in Denver, Colo.
Rev. Lewis Scudder '63 and his wife Nancy are in
Bahrain working as field secretaryfor the Middle East
Council of Churches.
Thomas Werge '63 was featured in the Notre Dame
alumni magazineas one of the outstanding professors.
Rev. David Bach '64 associatepastorof the Wyckoff*
N.J. Reformed Church, was elected treasurer of the
Wyckoff Clergy Association.
David Dalman '65 is manager of the Dow Chemical
Pacific Ltd. Research and Development Laboratory at
Tsing Yi Island in Hong Kong.
Rebecca Allen '65 Hintze is departmentmanager for
the Shaklee Corp.
James VanTil '65 was appointed to the Adrian, Mich.
College Board of Associates.
Martha Campbell '66 Costos is an administrative

International Inc.

1977.

Sherry VanderMeer '73 TenClay is a teacher in the
Kansas City, Mo. school system.
Rev. Mary VanAndel '73 led a workshop entitled
"Doing Theology" at a 30-hour retreatfor Reformed
Church women seminarians and women in professional ministry.

Beverly Bache '74 is working for Del E. Webb's
"Claridge"Casino in Atlantic City, N.J.
Rev. Jack Klunder '74 was a speaker at the first
regional colloquiumon RCA history, at New
Brunswick Seminary.
J.

M. "Bud" Thompson

'74 wrote a Christian

science-fiction
drama entitled"The Last

Word" and

took it on tour with members of the junior high youth
fellowship group of the First Presbyterian Church of
Holland, Mich.
Jjames Beran '75
for

is

a

high volume marketing executive

Xerox Corporation in

David DeKok

Illinois.

'75 reporter for The News-Item in

Ruth Kleinheksel '66 Stanley,her husband John
and son Andy are in Ecuadorworking at HCJB, a

Shamokin, Penn., was honored by the Associated
Press Managing Editorsfor outstanding publicservice
journalism for his stories and editorials about the Centralia, Penn., mine fires.
Todd Lewis Engle '75 is scenic designer for the Hope
Summer RepertoryTheatre.
Alfred V. Fedak '75 attended Hope's Summer School
after receiving a Montclair State Organ Scholarship.
Lorie Norden '75 was head softball coach at Lee High
School, Wyoming, Mich. Her 1981 squad finished

vehicles provided the opportunity for senior

missionary radio station.

second in the state.

Matt Neil of Hastings. Mich, to design at-

Roy Anker '66, chairman of the English department
at NorthwesternCollege in Orange City, Iowa, will

Matt Rumpsa

sales

assistantfor Berhard Associates and a consultant

German for Texas Instruments, Inc., in Dallas,Tx.
Mary Jane Dixon '66 is health and physicaleducation
director for early childhood in BrooklynSchools.
Joyce Flipse Smith '66 is business manager and company coordinator for the Hope Summer Repertory
in

Theatre.

be obtained by writing Office of Information

Eugene Sutton '76 is a co-pastor at Covenant Reformed Church in Muskegon, Mich. He also serves as
part-time chaplain at Muskegon CommunityCollege.
David VanAppledom'76 is a practicingdentistin
Holland, Mich.

James L. Hess '77

University

Hope College vanity
can

they have been teaching English and Bible for the past
three years.

20th Reunion: Spring 1982 for the Class of '62
15th Reunion: Spring 1982 for the Class of '67
Ronald Boeve '60 was electedto the Holland, Mich.,

raisingover $50,000 for

tractive orange and blue

Marilyn Rathbun '76 Koedykerand her husband
will be moving to Illinois from Morioka, Japan where

10th Reunion: Fall 1981 for the Class of '71
5th Reunion: Fall 1981 for the Class of '76
Paul Strong '70 is major marketingmanager in the
Cleveland, Ohio area with Best Foods, a division of

which he is pastor.
Rev. Burrell Pennings '50 is pastor of the First Reformed Church in Alexander,Iowa.
Lawrence Fabunmi '52 Nigerian Ambassador to Poland, was honored by the Hope College Alumni Associationon the 25th Anniversaryof the Vienna

plate. Information on obtaining this plate

was named one of the outstanding adult

education teachers by the Michigan Association for
Public Adult and Community Education.

field,

'69 is practicinginternal medicine in

1970s

1960s

president of the Tucson, Az.

on the back of

ternationalAirport.

the 15th anniversary celebration.
Hospital in Tanzania. He is a member of the Diocesan "Cine Golden Eagle" and first place in both the Athens
Gardner Kissack '59 was named one of the Chicago Finance, the Diocesan standing committeesand is the
and Houston InternationalFilm Festivals.
area's OutstandingTeachers of the Year.
Diocesan medical secretary.
Phil Bosch '77 is a resident in neurosurgeryin
James Robert Stout, Sr. '59 of American Scientific Mary Schakel '69 is serving her third year as managPasadena, Calif.
Products is the recipientfor the second time of the
ing directorfor the Hope Summer Repertory Theatre.
C. Gwen DeBoer '77 has begun a surgicalinternship
Detroit Regional Salesman of the Year.
at Providence Hospital in Southfield, Mich.

history of St. Cyril's Parish in Bannister, Mich., of

plates be displayed only

BeverlyKerlikowske76 Daane is working for The
Media Group, Ltd., in Grand Rapids, Mich, as production coordinator in charge of the production and marketing departments. She appeared in the Grand Rapids
Civic Theatre production "Dark of the Moon" and
directed the comedy "One for the Money."
Robert L. Klomparens'76 is practicingorthodontics
in Midland,Mich.
Edward Mackiewiez'76 is senior analyst of budget
and cost controlsand transfersfor American Airlines,
Northern Division Headquartersat Boston Logan In-

Tom Page '76
in

the executive officer of the U.S.S. Connole.

is

Don Calvin Damsteegt
joined the faculty of Tokyo Union

full-timeeducational consultant to the U.S. Secretary

30th Reunion: Spring 1982 for the Class of '52
25th Reunion: Spring 1982 for the Class of '57
Rev. Harvey '50 and Angeline '50 Calsbeek have
been at the Macy, Neb. Reformed Church since 1978.
Helen Dykstra '50 DeLoy is owner and manager of
Blue Water Bible, Books and Gift Store in Port Huron,
•- Mich.
Rev. Max Frego '50 chaired a committee to write a

and currently manages several properties.
John Cox '67 professor of English at Hope, has been
awarded a fellowship for summer study by the National Endowmentfor the Humanities.
J. Stephen Larkin '67 is Acting Deputy Assistant

take sabbaticalleave to be a Resident Fellow at the

the University of South Carolina.
is

beginninga one year rotating

internship at Pontiac Osteopathic Hospital, Pontiac,

Mich.
'77 is beginninga one year

rotating internship at Pontiac Osteopathic Hospital,
Pontiac, Mich.

Sarah C. Koeppe '77 is in her second year as production manager for the Hope Summer Repertory
Sally Jo

Meador

'77 received the "Good Physician

Award" on the day of
sity of Kentucky.She
at

graduation from the Univeran intern in internalmedicine

her
is

the Vanderbilt University Hospitals in Nashville,

pertory Theatre.

Barton L. Neckers '77 is serving a one year dentistry
residency program at Millard Fillmore Hospital in Buffalo, N.Y.
David J. Rynbrandt '77 is serving a general surgery
residency at St. Joseph Memorial Hospital in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Frederick Schlemmer'77 is an accountant for Nissan
Motor in California.
Edward W. Schmidt '77 is the associatepastorof the
Immanuel CommunityReformed Church in Lansing,
Mich.
Ralph M. Schubert '77 is a public health representative

for the State of Illinois.

Paul Grant Seites '77 will be startinghis intern and
residency at Malcolm Grow Medical Center in
Washington D.C.
Earl Slotman '77 was a guest speaker at an area-side
youth meeting in Decatur, Mich.
Rev. Phillip Sneller '77 is pastor of Fennville Immanuel Reformed Church, Fennville, Mich.
Susan Van Deller '77 will be attending the Kirksville
College of Osteopathic Medicine in Kirksville,Mo.
startingin August.
Rick Vander Meulen '77 is a sales correspondent for
the Baker Furniture divisionof North American Phillips.

Larry Wisner '77 is a systemsanalyst for Upjohn

Company.
Conley A. Zomermaand '77 has been ordained in the
Reformed Church in America.
Mark Baeverstad '78 is an associatein the public
finance bankingdivision of Lehman Brothers, Kuhn
Loeb Incorporated in New York City.
Linda Bos '78 is a live-inhouse parent lor severely
mentally impaired adults at ParkviewAdult Foster
Care
in

Home

in

Zeeland, Mich. She

is

enrolled art-time

the M.Div. program at Western Theological Semi-

nary.
Scott Bradley '78 is attending the Boston University
Tanglewood Institute to study trombone with the Empire Brass Quartet. This fall he will attend Emporia
State, Kansas University Graduate School for his masters of music in performance.
Carla Gaenforth '78 is working as a social worker
with emotionally impaired children in Flint. Mich
schools.

Mark Leenhouts '78 is ticket office manager for the
seniorcoordinator,sales adminis- Hope Summer Repertory Theatre
tration, for the SouthwestRegion of Amway CorporaAmy Mills '78 is an acting apprentice at Theatre
tion, Ada, Mich.
Three in Dallas. Tex.
'75

is

Institutefor Ecumenical and Cultural Research at St.

Sue Besheers '76 teachesfourth grade at St.

[ohn's Abbey and University in Collegeville.Minn.

Detroit. Mich, and is also working on her masters

Brigid, in

Meral Saylor '78 Pontier is teaching vocal music
Highland Park, N.J. Public Schools.

in
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Coast Guard Base, San Juan, P.R.
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Larry

Mannino '79,

a

student at Asbury Theological

1980s
Amy M. Baker '81 is an archivalist:Neal Slavin
Studios Commercial and EditorialPhotography.
Sue Sharp '80 Anker is working on her masters in
vision of American Home Products.
Earl R. Beam III '81 is attending Ohio State UniverMichigan Conferenceof the United Methodist
social work at the University of Michigan.
Eric VanderYacht '78 is a programmer/analyst
for
sity's Graduate School.
Church.
Robin Bost '80 is a staff assistantfor congresswoman
InterstateTrucking in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Carol Marie Bechtel'81 is attending Western
Marge Roukema of New Jersey’s7th District.
Grace Tannehill '79 is costumedesigner for Tartuffe
Kathy Anderson'79 is a staff assistantfor congressSteve Chappell '80 works in the marketingdepart- Theological Seminary.
for the Hope Summer RepertoryTheatre.
woman Marge Roukema of New Jersey's7th District. John Voorhorst '79 teaches English at Baiko-Jo GaRobert J. Bast '81 is attending Western Theological
ment of W. E. Dunn ManufacturingCompany in HolPaul Anker '79 is an account executive for Michigan
Seminary.
land, Mich.
kuin in Shemonoseki,Japan with the Volunteer SerBell in Ann Arbor.
Andrew E. Bimer '81 is a senior programmer at
Lena Daniels '80 is beginning work this fall towards
vices of the Reformed Church of America.
Zenith Corporate Time Sharing.
Norman Donkersloot '79 is in a management train- Donald Williams '79 is working on his doctorate in
her M.M. degree in vocal-performance at The Cleveing program at 1st Wisconsin Bank in Milwaukee,
Philip D. Boeve '81 is attending Virginia Theological
land Instituteof Music Cleveland, Ohio.
medical psychologyat the University of Alabama in
Wise.
Seminary in Alexandria, Va.
Birmingham.
Jonathan Hondorp '80 is scenic designer for The
Diary of Anne Frank and The Children's Performance Jeffery Lee Bohn '81 is attending Medical School of
Wayne University.
Troupe for the Hope Summer RepertoryTheatre.
Julie Bose '81 is attending the Illinois Instituteof
Barbara Francis '80 Mannino is working for adult
Technology.
education of Fayette County, Ky., teaching English
John and Karen DeMeester '75 Bandstra, Mark EdCharles E. Brooks '81 is attending Wayne State Uni1981, Holland, MI.
and reading at a minimum federalsecurity prison.
ward, May 16, 1981, Midland Park, NJ.
versity Graduate School.
John and Jo Dea DenUyl '78 McLean, Nicholas Sean, Ann Marie Moored '80 is teaching fourth grade at
Richard '71 and JoAnn Huizenga '71 Bateman, Kelly,
April 4, 1981, Holland,MI.
Kathy Brown '81 is attending Garrett Evangelical
Inwood ElementarySchool in Houston, Tex.
Sept. 6, 1978; Ricky, March 26, 1981.
Dan and Denise Robinson'72 Mooney, Kendra Ryan,
Theological Seminary in Evanston, 111.
Ronni Nivala '80 will begin work on her masters
Dennis '78 and Mary VandenBerg '77 Cupery, Sarah June 19, 1981, Athens,GA.
Carolyn Bruggers '81 is teaching English at Ferris
degree in theatre arts at Emerson College, Boston,
Sj Jane, March 27, 1981, Holland, Mi.
Sam '69 and Snviolatha Ndimbo, Alpha Samuel, July Mass.
Girls School in Yokohama, Japan.
Jim '72 and Joyce DeBoer,Christopher James, April 5,
17, 1977; Patric Flavian, March 18, 1980.
Douglas Buck II '81 is attending Valparaiso Univer. Eric Schaefer '80 is a staff assistant at Coopers and
1981, Lansing, ML
Jeffrey and Kathleen Gaylord '72 Reynolds, Adam
sity Law School.
Lybrand of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ron '73 and Kitty DeMeester,Corrie Lynn, January Jeffrey,February21, 1981, Schenectady,NY.
Bruce M. Burgess '81, is attending the University of
Susan M. Schuurmans'80 will be startingstudiesat
17, 1981, Dubuque, IA.
Matt '75 and Vicki Wiezerink '75 Rumpsa, Joshua
Wesley Theological Seminary this fall in Washington, Michigan.
David and Carole Mouw '70 DeVos, Aaron David, Patrick,March 16, 1981, Grand Rapids, MI.
Ken Capisciolto '81 is an accountant for Bell & HowD.C.
Sept. 27, 1979; Emily Ruth, June 9, 1981, Grand
Randy '78 and Jean Lineweaver'77 Schroeder, Cory
ell Automated Systems in Zeeland.
John VanArendonk '80 is a second year medical
Rapids, MI.
Randall, May 11, 1981, Holland, ML
Catherine A. Christian '81 is attending the UniverJack '71 and Mrs. Doorlag,Kimberly Sue, May 14,
Thomas G. '79 and Julie A. Seiberling, Courtney student at Wayne State University School of
sity of Alabama in Birmingham.
Medicine.
1981, Grand Haven, ML
Jeanne, February8, 1981, Wapakoneta, OH.
Kathy Dannecker'81 is employed by NBC as elecAlfred and Susan Hermance '75 Fedak, Benjamin Paul
Douglas '65 and Jane Smith, Andrew, August 20, Lori Wolf '80 VanArendonk is a first and second
tronic journalism engineer for NortheastBureau.
grade teacher at Grosse Pointe, Mich. Christian Day
Hermance, October 16, 1980, Pompton Lakes, NJ.
1980, Littleton,CO.
William T. Davidson'81 is a geologist in Utah.
School.
Douglas and Sharon Opshal '73 Haas, Morgan DougPaul'72andLorettaSmith, ElilieAlexis, May 6, 1981.
William Davros '81 is attending the University of
las Tiemann, February22, 1981, Madison, MN.
Mary Beth VanDis '80 is a producer at WOTV in
Jim '72 and JackieStegeman '73 Swanezy, Jenna Sue,
Wisconsin,Madison.
Keith and Deb DeWeerdt '76 Heizenga, Timothy July 25, 1980.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
John, January27, 1981, Zeeland, ML
Eric '78 and Kathy Tatz '78 VanderYacht,Cory Alan,
Steven D. Aardema '81 is a programmer analyst for Jane Decker '81 is teaching P.E. at Ontario Christian
Robert '76 and Shelly Klomparens, Heather Marie, February19, 1981, Wyoming, MI.
School, Ontario, Canada.
Hope College.
July 31, 1981, Midland, MI.
Tom and Jean Klooster '73 Vizithum,Mark Thomas, Audrey Bailey '81 is attending Rutgers University in
JohnT. Dejong'81 is workingon a graduate study in
Douglas '78 and Kathryn Babinski'77 Knapman, May 14, 1981, Holland, MI.
N.J.
France and then Medical School at Kansas University.
Samantha Elaine, May 13, 1981, Holland, MI.
William '71 and Barbara Welty, Emily Elisabeth,June
Michael J. Disher '81 is attending the University of
Roger P. Bakale '81 is employed by Parke Davis Co. ,
John and Marilyn Rathbun '76 Koedyker,Jason John 9, 1978; Nichlaus Robert,March 18, 1981, Three
Michigan.
Holland, Mich.
and Joel Andrew, May 12, 1979.
Rivers, ML
Michael and Michele Miles '73 Kopinski, Brian
Paul and Becky Denham '77 Wernlund, Joel ChristMichael,May 17, 1981, Grand Rapids, MI.
opher, Sept. 25, 1980, Oak Lawn, 1L.
Don '69 and Peggy McNamara '69 Luidens, Martha
Larry '77 and Mary Harmelink '77 Wisner, Sandra
McNamara,June 25, 1981, Holland, MI.
Joy, Oct. 27, 1980.
CUM LAUDE
William'76 and Valerie Martini '77 Weerstra, Mitch- Thomas '77 and LeslieJohnson, Justin Thomas, May SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jeannette Louise Eberhard, Holland, Mich.
ell William, June 13, 1981, Holland, MI.
Pamela Sue Bulthouse, Grand Haven, Mich.
20, 1981, Chesterfield,Mo.
Steven Paul Hinkamp, Midland, Mich.
Joseph '73 and Judy Maxim, Joseph Byron, April 7,
Catherine A. Christian, Jackson, Mich.
Kirk A. Hoopingamer, Sturgis, Mich.
Debra Lynn Clark, DesMoines, Iowa
Nan Hussey, Wenatchee, Wash.
Bruce Randall Cook, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Alyca K. Kerr, Midland, Mich.
Michael Dalman, Holland, Mich.
Tracy T. Larsen, Muskegon, Mich.
Paul John Damon, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Thomas H. Picard, Westland,Mich.
Kathleen J. Dannecker,Quakertown, Penn,
Ronald Lee Schut, Golden Valley, Minn.
Jane Ellen Decker, Midland, Mich.
Ross Jason Thornburg, Dearborn,Mich.
John Theodore De Jong, Wichita, Kan.
John Charles Tousley, Holland, Mich.
Stephen Mark DeLoof, Kalamazoo,Mich.
Kathryn Anne VanDerEems, Hawthorne, N.J.
Mark Paul Douma, Holland, Mich.
Cyndi A. VanderSchaaf,Holland, Mich.
Paul Christopher Field, Blue Island, 111.
MichaelAnthony Walters, Dearborn,Mich.
Calvin W. Folkert, Holland, Mich.
You have a will. Hopefully,you drafted it with your attorney. If not, the state has already
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Perry William Greene III, East Grand Rapids, Mich.
done one for you — without any regard for your desires.
Steven D. Aardema, Zeeland, Mich.
Sarah A. Hoffman, Fennville, Mich.
Earl Robert Beam, III, Muskegon, Mich.
Elizabeth Anne Hoisington, Rockford, 111.
Not many people seem to know what a will is alf about National statisticsindicate that
Carol Marie Bechtel, Fulton, 111.
Kenneth Andrew Homecker, Brookly, N.Y.
over 85* of our adult population has no will. You might be surprisedto know what it means
Paul Christian Bosch, Kingston, N.Y.
Chris J. Hungerink, Holland, Mich.
to be without one.
Karena Lee Breher, Pontiac, Mich.
Brenda B. Jenks, Holland, Mich.
Jeffrey Lee Bohn, Muskegon, Mich.
Marilyn Elizabeth Johnson,Kalamazoo, Mich.
NO SAY
Nancy Ann Dirkse, Holland, Mich.
Debra Sue Kunzi, Jamestown, Mich.
Your estate will be divided only among your direct heirs in a manner determined by the
MichaelJoseph Disher, Lakeview,Mich.
Cornelius, K. Knutsen, Sarasota, Fla.
state in which you live. You will have no say whatsoever in who benefits or the amount of
Marianne Dykema, Grand Haven, Mich.
Scott Richard Lokers,'Hamilton,Mich.
their share. If you have no appropriate heirs— or none can be found— the state, itself, may
Thomas J. Franks, Grand Haven, Mich.
Steven Craig Martin, Allendale, Mich.
John Richard Gumpper, Flint, Mich.
Kirk Grove McMurray,Flint, Mich.
actually take your estate. Finally,there is no room in the state's plan to include your school,
Meredith Ann Hull, East Lansing, Mich.
Daniel Scott Molenaar, Holland, Mich.
church or any other philanthropy.
Jane M. Johnsen, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kimberly Sue Mooi, Wyoming, Mich.
MAXIMUM TAXES
Jeffrey E. Holm, Waterford,Mich.
Ronald Lee Moolenaar,Midland, Mich.
William K. Ingham, Galion, Ohio
Rex B. Mowat, Adrian, Mich.
You will pay maximum taxes. Although the federal government provides many ways to
Kent Kevin Komejan, Zeeland, Mich.
Patrick Michael Nelis, Holland, .Mich.
reduce your estate tax, you must have a properly constructed will to do so. For example,
Katherine M. Koops, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Lori Ann Nevlezer, Marion, N.Y.
one-half or more of your estate can pass tax free to your spouse, but only through a
Marcia K. Lanting, Holland, Mich.
Susan Elizabeth Norbury, Boston, Mass.
qualified maritaldeduction. If you own a business or have other holdings of an unusual
Burton A. Leland, Holland, Mich.
Sarah Jane Norden, Yokohama, Japan
Janet Lee Lootens, Royal Oak, Mich.
nature or value, a lack of estate planning may cause them to be sold to meet your tax
Martin Anthony Novak, Zeeland, Mich.
Cynthia Lynne Nelson,Galesburg, Mich.
David Russell Pater, Rochester, N.Y.
obligation rather than pass on to your family. Even property held in "joint ownership” is not
Nancy L. Piatt, Aurora, Colo.
Betty Lynette Peterson, Sparta, Mich.
insurance against maximum taxation.
PatriciaLynn Pratt,Spring Lake, Mich.
Peter Christopher Rink, Holland, Mich.
If you have an estate plan, it's a good time for a review. Every will must be updated to
Laura Mary Press, East Lansing, Mich.
Douglas Curt Ruch, Zeeland, Mich.
reflect changing personal circumstances. Make sure you are current in caring for your
Dai Dee Pun, Hong Kong, China
James L. Schipper, Holland, Mich.
Ruth V. Pyle, Gibbsville,Wise.
JonathanL. Schmidt,Wheaton, 111.
family. Make sure you are minimizing your estate tax. Consider providing for your other
Frederick Joseph Roberts, Biloxi, Miss. '
Jack Reid Shelburne,II, Grand Haven, Mich.
interests— including Hope College.
Diane Elizabeth Sadler, Grand Rapids, Mich.
MichaelAllan Shields, Fennville, Mich.
Surprisingly, the right kind of bequest can substantially reduce your estate tax, provide a
Cynthia L. Schroeder, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Lori Ann Sievert, Fennville, Mich.
lifetime income for your spouse or other heirs and make a meaningfulcontributionto
Debra Kay Sells,Benton Harbor, Mich.
Mary Jo Sikkema, Grandville, Mich.
Hope all at the same time. Why not check it out?
Susan G. Shanley,Delmar, N.Y.
Richard T. Tamlyn, Ho-Ho-Kus, N.J.
James R. Sims, III, Webster, N.Y.
Calvin C. Taylor, Holland, Mich.
THROW MONEY AWAY?
Karl Henry Stegenga, Holland, Mich.
Nancy Ellen TenHave, Jamestown, Mich.
Few of us would throw our money away on purpose. But that is just what a person is
Barbara Jo Tacoma, McBain, Mich.
John Randall Thompson, Drayton Plains,Mich.
Yolanda Jean Tienstra, Holland, Mich.
Nancy Torresen, Muskegon, Mich.
doing who has no competent, up-to-date estate plan. You need your will to do it your
Sandra Adele Tousley, Mount Pleasant, Mich.
Ellen Louise Trayser, Plain City, Ohio
way. You need the right plan to do it the best way. The Office of Planned Giving would be
Burt Christian Twomey, Rochester, Mich.
Terri Lynne Turpin, Grosse Pointe, Mich.
pleased to assist you and your attorneyto evaluatethe advantages of philanthropyto your
Carol Louise Vandenberg, Chicago, 111.
John Greeg VanAlsten,Redford, Mich.
estate plan. Give us a call or write for information to:
Philip Bruce VanderHaar, Orange City, Iowa
Gaye M. vandenHombergh, Hartford, Mich.
Kenneth Edward Wagner, Oak Lawn, Mich.
Matt Gordon VanderMolen, Wheaton, 111.
John H. Greller
Please send me in confidence
Susan KathleenWard, Muskegon, Mich.
Julie Ann VanderPloeg,Grand Rapids, Mich.
Director of Planned Giving
and without obligation:
Linda Louise Waterman, South Holland, 111.
Susan Kay VanDop, Holland, Mich.
Terri Lynn Whitney, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kay M. Vossekuil, Brandon, Wise.
Hope College
Meiking Your Will brochure,which
Robert Gordon Wilkie, Schenectady,N.Y.
John Ralph Votaw, Johnson City, Ind.
Holland, Ml. 49423
describeswhat I should know before I see
Victoria Lynne Wilson, Marquette,Mich.
Joel B. Walters, Zeeland, Mich.
616-392-5111,Ext 2040
my lawyer
Lynn Winkels,Grand Haven, Mich.
David ChiachihWang, Holland, Mich.
Jeri Lynn Wissink, Jenison, Mich.
Janet Ellen Watson, Royal Oak, Mich.
Information about establishing a
Steven Kellogg Angle, Allegan, Mich.
Nancy Margaret Webb, Valparaiso, Ind.
Memorial Scholarship Fund.
Sarah Elizabeth Huttar Baas, Holland,Mich.
Daniel Arlyn Wolf, Morrison,111.
Kristin VanderPloeg '78
ical sales

Stockmanis a pharmaceut- Seminary in Wilmore, Ky., was ordained as a probationary member with deacon's orders of the West

representativefor Wyeth Laboratories,a di-

births

'

J

graduation honors

LAST WILL And

TESTAMENT

YOUR WILL MEANS YOUR WAY

WHATSOEVER

V

Mark

P.

Douma

'81

attending Western Michigan

is

University.

’

y

of Technology.

antique restoring shop.

Judith K. Lanning '81

attending NorthwesternUniversity.
Perry William Greene III '81 is attending Wayne

Texas at Austin.
Burton A. Leland '81 is attending the California
Instituteof Technology.
Jay R. Lindell '81 is part of the Young Life Staff in
Grand Rapids.
Harold W. Lockart II '81 is working in public relations at Allied Chemical.
Kathy Lowe '81 is attending BowlingGreen Univer-

Paul Field '81

is

Douglas Harris '81

is

attending

is

Wayne

State Law

attending Central Michigan

University.

Gordon B. Herwig '81 is house manager, and

Chil-

dren's PerformanceTroupe tour coordinator for the

'81

is

attending Western Theologi-

is

Marilyn

is

E.

Johnson

attending the University of

University.

Barbara C. Smith '81 is attending the University of
Michigan Medical School.
Steven J. Staal '81 is joint the Peace Corps.
Steven L. Maas '81 is attending the John Marshall
Law School.
Jeannine Strainer '81 is participatingin a medical
technology internshipat St. Mary's Hospital in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Derk M. Strauch '81 is at Christ Seminary
Seminex,preparing for the noviate of the Benedictine
Order.
Barbara J. Swanson '81 is working full-timewith

Ian MaCartney '81 is attending the University of
Texas, Austin.

Nicholas Marcelleti'81

is

attending Eastern Ken-

tucky University.
'81

Mayo

—

attending the physical

is

School of AUied Health

Professions.
Phyllis Montanari '81 is attending Western Michi-

'81

is

attending the

'81 is attending acting school in

l

Campus Life/Youth for Christ.
Barbara Tacoma '81 is attending Wayne State Medi-

Craig S. Morford '81

Alyca Kerr '81 has received a major fellowship for
graduate study in ecoonomicsat NorthwesternUniversity from the Earhart Foundation.
Roxanne King '81 is attending Graduate School at
Purdue.
Martin Klein '81 is attending the University of Iowa .
Larry Kortering '81 is teaching specialeducation in
Wisconsin.
Judith A . Kramer '81 is a part of the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps working as a classroom teacher at St. Michaels

School.

is

attending Valparaiso

Rex Bradford Mowat '81

is

Law

attending Rockefeller

Garvin Mulder '81 is attending the University of
Miami, Coral Gables, Fla.
Alan T. Murray '81 is attending the Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn,N.Y.
Cynthia L. Nelson '81 is attending the University of
Wisconsin,Madison.
Cheryl L. Norman '81 is attending the Butterworth
School of Nursing,Grand Rapids.
Steven J. Olsen '81 is attending Emory University,
Atlanta, Ga.
John Paul '81 is attending Mankato State University.
Laura Press '81 is attending the University of Michi-

Vivian K. TenHaken '81

is

is

the University of

attending Trinity Evangelical

Divinity School in Deerfield, 111.

Michael A. Walters'81 is attending the University of
Michigan.
Joan F. Warden '81 will be student teaching at Mary
Raber School, Col. City, Ind.
Deborah Wamaar '81 is attending the University of
Notre Dame.
Diana Welsch '81 is workingat their family winery.
Terri L. Whitney '81 is attending the University of
Mich.
Lynn Winkels '81 is attending Princeton TheologicalSt
Seminary.
Daniel Arlyn Wolf '81 is attending 111. College of
Optometry.
Michael T. Zomennand '81 is attending Western
Michigan University.

School.

consin, Madison

John C. Tousley '81 is attending Western Theological
Seminary.
Burt ChristianTwomey '81 is attending Perkins
Theological Seminary Duke Divinity School.
John G. Van Alston '81 is attending the University of
111. — Dept, of Chemical Engineering.
Suzanne E. VanDenBrink '81 is attending the Uni-

Pete Rink '81 was named an Academic All-American

versity of Cincinnati.

in baseball.He was also the recipientof a National

Philip

gan.
'81

is

attending the University of Wis-

gan State University.
Roger E. Roelefs'81 is attending Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary.
Douglas Curt Ruch '81 is attending the University of

Michael Vander Hoek '81 is attending Wayne State
University and is also working as a mental health
worker in Pontiac.
Scot Van Der Meulen '81 is attending the University
of Michigan.

Colorado, Boulder.

deaths

Vander Haar

'81 is working in computer sci-

three years went on to earn a bachelor of architecture
in

architecturalengineering degree from the Univerof Michigan.He served as a lieutenant in the

sity

Naval Construction Battalionduring World War
then became head of production for Skidmore,

II

and

with Saarinen in 1950.

Bom in Grand Rapids, Mich., he moved to Holland
as a youth. He was an outstanding athlete while at
Hope. During World War
officer

II

he served as a flying

in the U.S. Air Force. After the war, he was

Owings employed for 18

and Merrill in Chicago, a post he held until he joined

which he

years by the GeneralElectricCo.,
president to become vice presi-

left as a vice

dent of Consolidated Edison Co. of New York City.
Following his retirement, he returned to Holland
VanDyke
and for the past six years served as consultant to
Jansje,Dirk Van

Surviving are his wife, the former Thelma
'41; seven children. Carter John,

Dyke '71, Tessa, Christiaan Van Dyke, Hanni and
Kaaren;five grandchildren; and a sister, Mary Jane
Dinkeloo'44 Borr.

Squirt-Pak, Inc. He also taught a course in personnel

management

at

Hope during

this

period.

Surviving are his wife, the former Janet Dole '37,
daughter, Melinda Verduin,a son-in-law, Robert

JOHN

G.

DINKELOO ROBERT

J.

MARCUS

John G. Dinkeloo '40 of Mt. Carmel, Conn., a partner in one of America's most distinguished architectural firms and a member of the Hope College Board of
Trustees since 1968, died in his sleep June 15, 1981
while on a weekend trip to Fredericksburg, Va.
A former partner in Eero Saarinen's architectural
firm, Dinkelooand Kevin Roche continuedthe firm
wego, New York.
after Saarinen's death in 1961, completing10 major
Eli Sanchez '79 and Lynne Schack '80, August 29,,
Saarinen projects. The firm became Kevin Roche John
1981, South Haven, Mich.
Dinkeloo and Associates in 1966, with offices located
J. Eric Schaefer '80 and Theresa Hurford '82, June 6,
in a former mansion in Hamden, Conn.
1981, South Bend, Indiana.
Dinkeloo's obituary in The New York Times deMarvin Schoutenand Mary Zondervan'75, March 21 ,
scribedhim as "an unassuming man who shunned the
1981.
Randy Schutt and Ann Price '80, May 23, 1981, Hol- spotlight,Mr. Dinkeloo was nevertheless well known
and widely respectedin his profession.While his partland, Michigan.
ner, Kevin Roche, reaped design laurelsfor the firm.
John Sinclair'75 and Deborah Lincoln, May 30, 1981,
Mr. Dinkeloo's combined skills of architectand enKalamazoo,Mi.
gineer led him to a number of technicaldevelopments.
Douglas Smith '65 and Jane Wilson,August 1976.
"One of his most significant innovations was the use
Rich Smith and Jo Ann Whitefleet '76, August 8,
1981.
of metalized, mirrorlikeglass in exteriorwalls, which
PhilipJames Tuls and Jane Ellen Decker '81, June 27,
deflectsheat and substantiallyreduces air1981, Midland,Mi.
conditioning requirements. Others were the employJames VanHecst '80 and Nancy Stam, May 2, 1981,
ment of structuralNeoprene gaskets for the fastening
Holland, Michigan.
and sealingof exterior walls and incorporating highChris VanSingle '77 and Kathy Fales, May 9, 1981, strength low-alloy weathering steel in the exposed
Battle Creek, Michigan.
structures of buildings and bridges."
John VonEhr '82 and Marcia Wolffis '81, Dec. 27,

Germany.
Joel Walters '81 and Laurie Kamps, June 5, 1981,
Zeeland, Michigan.
Bruce Weiner and Karen Johnson '75, November 29,
1980, Canton, New York.
Michael Wilkens and Meg Gerber '74 Klooke, June 27,
1981, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Wisconsin.
Joel B. Walters '81

John R. Thompson '81 is attending the University of
Michigan — combined MD-PhD program.
Ross J. Thornburg'81 is attending the University of
Notre Dame.
Edward N. Tiesenga '81 is attending Howard Law

ence at K-Products, Inc.

1980.
Klaus Walter and Ingrid Heyden '78, April 4, 1981,

School.

Tom Ver Hulst '81 is attending

working in Rochester,

Osteopathic College Scholarship for studies at Michi-

Holland, Michigan.
Alan Lough '80 and Leah Brower '79, May 30, 1981,
Holland, Michigan.
Gregory Marshall'80 and Catherine Snider, May 2,
1981, Norton Shores, Mi.
Pete Otterstromand Nancy Clair '78 Boers, July 4,
1981, Lombard, 111.
AlexanderPatterson '79 and Nan Goetzke '79, April
11, 1981, Evanston, Illinois.
Terry Potter and Wanda Baxter '78, June 13, 1981.
Charles A. Prins '63 and Doris Gormly, July 14, 1978.
John Rustin and Sally Simon '72, May 2, 1981, Os-

Van Tubergen'81 is working at Wasatch
Academy, Mt. Pleasant, Utah for ths summer.
Paul Veldhuizen '81 is attending the University of
Michigan as an undergraduatein Civil Engineering.
Jeffrey L. Ver Beek '81 is attending Wayne State Law
Phyllis

MN.

June 27, 1981, S. Holland,

'81, June 27,
1981, Rochester, NY.
Bob Johnson '80 and Barbara Swanson '81, June 13,
1981, Holland, Michigan.
Harry Kopp '76 and Nancy Oyler, April 25, 1981,
Saugatuck, Michigan.
Don Kronemeyer '69 and Joyce Kwekel, April 29,
1981, Grand Rapids, Mi.
Clark Kuipers'80 and Barbara Inghan '79, June 13,
1981, Holland, Mi.
Charles Kuperus and Cheryl DeMaagd '79, July 18,
1981, Grand Rapids, Mi.
Steven Lautz and Brenda While '80, May 9, 1981,
Utica, Michigan.
Burton Leland '81 and Pamela Wettack '81, June 6,
1981, Holland, Mi.
Robert Link '82 and Nancy Pratt '81, May 12, 1981,
Holland, Michigan.
Scott Lokers ’81 and Susan Overway, May 29, 1981,

attending the University

School
Rick Tamlyn '81 was public relationsdirectorand
performedin As You Like It for the Hope Summer
RepertoryTheatre. This fall he will join the Hope

James Donkersloot '76 and Sara DePree, June 6, 1981,
Zeeland, Mi.
Peter Ferriby '76 and Rochelle Stackhouse.
Glenn William Gouwens '67 and Joyce Glee Joyner,
111.

is

of 111. Dental School.

admissions staff.

University.

Dai Dee Pun

Matt Vander Molen '81

15

cal

Tennessee, Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Jim Hawken '80 and Vicky TenHaken

.

attending the Illinois Institute

sity.

Cham- gan University.
Lori Anne Moore
University of New York City.

marriages

I

is

attending Law School in

111.

vation in Arizona.

I-

'81

Daniel Scott Molenaar

Association for special education on the Navajo Reser-

~

Laman

therapy program at

paign,

“

S.

years.

Steven Sy. Hyma
Seminary.
Judy Jansma '81

Steve Sayer '81 is attending Western Theological
Seminary.
James L. Schipper '81 is attending Wayne State University Law School.
DavidJ. Schriemer'81 is attending the University of
Michigan Medical School.
Ronald Lee Schut '81 is attending the University of
Minnesota Medical School.
Carl Schwedler '81 is attending Wayne State
Graduate School.
Susan G. Shanley '81 is attending Michigan State

'81 is teaching English in Japan

through the Reformed Church.
Debra S. Kunzi '81 is working at Hotel Breakers,
Cedar Point, Sandusky,Ohio.

Hope Summer RepertoryTheatre.
Elizabeth Hoisington '81 is attending the University
of 111. at Urbana-Champagne.
Jeffrey Holm '81 is attending Ohio University.
Barbara Houtman '81 is in the U.S. Air Force for four

cal

i

Suzanne Hagan

Pamela Easton '81 portrayed the characterof Pat in
the Harbor Light Theatre Company production of
"Accommodations" in Grand Haven, Mich.
Laura Ann Eisner '81 is attending Loyola University
ChicagoSchool of Law, Chicago, III.
Todd Erickson '81 operates a self-owned/managed

School.
Eric Hendrickson '81

.

Joel Russcher'81 is assistant audio visual manager at
Woodmark Sound Center, Holland, Mich.

position at Krautheim

a

Jewelers, Inc.

State University Medical School.

..

Karl Krautheim '81 holds

Mark

news

alumni
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Among the firms widely acclaimed buildingsare

Oakland (Calif.) Museum and,

in

the

Word has been receivedof the death
'42 Enyedi in December, 1979.

of

Irene

Daruka

Robert Fett '35 died on May 20, 1981 in Grand Haven, Mich. He was a retired postal serviceemployee.
Nicholas T. Keizer '27 died on July 17, 1981 in
Zeeland, Mich, following an extendedillness.
A retiredUnited Presbyterian Church minister, he
had served United Presbyterian churches in Heyworth
and Chenoa, 111. and in Grand Rapids and Lansing,
Mich. He was a former moderatorof the Lansing
Presbytery. He had served as chairmanof the Chaplains' Advisory Committee for the Michigan State
Prisons.He receivedhis B.D. degree from McCormick
Theological Seminary.
Surviving are his wife. Marguerite; a son,

Thomas

daughter, Winona Keizer '59 Willing; and four
brothers. Garret, William, Harold and Kenneth.
'55, a

Jane Veneklasen '42

Lampen

died

on July 24, 1981

Grand Rapids, Mich, following a long

in

illness.

She received her M.A. degree from MichiganState
University.

Widowed during World War
ing

II

she resumeda teach-

careerretiring as an elementary school principalin

Holland, Mich, in 1977.
Among her survivors is her daughter. Leslie

Lam-

Dinkeloo has also been responsiblefor the master plan
and new wings of the Metropolitan

Museum

of

An, a

projectbegun in 1967 and scheduled for completion in
1985.

granddaughter.

Ronald H. Rynbrandt '61 of Portage, Mich, died in a
Kalamazoo hospitalon June 29, 1981, following a -w
lingering illness.
A senior research scientistfor Upjohn Co., he received a Ph.D. in 1965 from the University of Kansas
and completedpostdoctoralwork at the University of
Massachusetts.
Surviving are his wife LeAnna; a son, Ronald Kenneth; his mother, Mrs. Wilma Rynbrandt;a brother,
Robert ; and two sisters, Donna Mae RynbrandtMiller
and MargaretRynbrandtGlenn, both members of the
Class of 1964.

Meinte Schuurmans '22 died on June 24, 1981 in
Lansing, Mich.
Following his graduation from Hope he spent 3
years as a missionary in India. He was

a

lay

minister in

the Lansing area for 21 years. In 1966 he became the
associatepastor of the Christ United Methodist
Church. Prior to his retirement he was a teacher at

Walter French Junior High School in Lansing. He
received his M.A. degree from Michigan State.
Among his survivors are a son, David; and two
daughters, Elizabeth Ann Rose and Marylin Rosen-

baum.
Oliver E. Veneklasen '24 died on July 5, 1981 in
He was bom Feb. 27, 1903 in Zeeland, Mich. For

Theodora Hoekstxa '20 Perry died on May 6, 1981 in
Midland,Mich, after an extendedillness.
She retiredin 1966 after teaching for 31 years in
Midland.
Among her survivors are two daughters, Marla
March and Natalie Nelson.

At Hope Dinkeloo was respected as a trusteefor his
creative thinking and fotthrightopinions.

a

Chicago.

pen.

New York, the Ford

Foundation headquarters and 1 United Nations Plaza,
the combinationhotel and office building. Roche,

Verduin '76 and

Robert J. Marcus

'39 died

June 28, 1981, in Holland,

53 years. Dr. Veneklasenserved as a general

and

family practice physician in the Chicago area. He was
stillactivelypracticingmedidne it

the time of his

death.
Dr. Veneklasen's wife, Ludlle VanderWerf '23,
preceded him in death in 1975.
Survivors include two sisters-in-law,Anne Van-

derWerf '28 Wabeke and loan VanderWerf '30 Bneve,

*

Interdisciplinary
mulate the book's organization.Last

Four members of the Hope faculty will soon

on economicissues, applies those guidelinesto
attitudes, and explorestheir implicationsfor be-

havior.

summer,

assisted by a Faculty DevelopmentGrant, they

see the fruits of their labor appear in print as
their book, Inflation, Poortalk, and the

Group Publishes Book

Gospel

(Judson Press, paper, $4.95) is scheduled for
release on Sept. 1.
The book grew out of a year-long collaborative
effort by psychologistsThomas Ludwig and
David Myers, philosopher Merold Westphal,
and economist Robin Klay. Its genesis occurred
when Myers, wearying of commiserating "poortalk" by middle-classfolk, pondered how certain
principles from psychologicalresearchmight explain people'seconomic frustrations amidst rising affluence. He shared his thoughts with Ludwig, and together they organized them into a

magazine piece.
The resultingarticle ("Let'sCut the Poortalk," SaturdayReview, Oct. 28, 1978) and
c< a companion piece ("How ChristiansCan Cope
with Inflation,"Christian Century, May 30,
1979) evoked many responses,includingan invitationfrom Judson Press to elaboratetheir
ideas in a book.
To expand the scope of the book beyond the
psychology of inflation, Ludwig and Myers enlisted the aid of philosopher Westphal and
economist Klay. The foursome met a number of
times during the academic year 1979-80 to for-

drafted chaptersin their

own

areas of expertise,

tion.

Christianswho ponder these economic and
psychologicalforces may feel a need for personal
and societal action. The second sectionof the
book offers help in choosing responsibleand appropriate actions. It identifies biblical guidelines

a

Profs. Klay, Ludwig, Myers and Westphal

FOOTBALL FUN
Five exciting

>

Sept. 12 -Wabash (Community Day), 1:30 p.m.
Sept. 26 - Franklin (Heritage Day), 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 10 - Albion (Homecoming), 2:15 p.m.
Oct. 24 - Kalamazoo (Youth Day), 1:30 p.m.
Nov.
- Olivet (Parents Day), 1 p.m.

7
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RESERVED SEASON TICKET
A prime 50-yard-line seat on the home side will be reserved tor the
entire season for only $19.50. Your season ticket will also provide
one admission to the Community Ox Roast on Sept. 12.

TICKET
Here

i

i

i
i

RESERVED PARKING

i

$5 per car for the entire season. An option available only to season
ticket holders. Arrive just before kickoff and avoid a long walk by
parking adjacent to the stadium.

i

TICKETS

my 1981 Hope College football ticket
RESERVED season tickets®

_
_
_

order:

$19.50

$5

parking spaces @
(Available only to season ticket holders)

RESERVED

_

"ALL IN THE FAMILY" pass @
have

City

i

i
i
i
i

$

people in our immediate family.)

_

Telephone

$

$

$20
—

Address

i

-

_
__
_
_- ----

Name

i

(Available after August 15)

General admission tickets will be on sale in Dow Center office at
^ $2.50 for adults and $1 for students. Single game reserved seats are
also available for $3.50 each.

is

(We

i

(Available only to season ticket holders)

GAME

ORDER FORM

i
i

SINGLE

IN

'81!!
Hope College home games

McDonald's of Holland and Grand Haven will again team up with
^Hope College to offer a super football ticket special for the entire
family. You and all members of your immediate family can attend
all Hope home football games by purchasing an All in the Family
pass for $20. When you do you'll receive from McDonald's a
number of coupons worth more than $10 in McDonald's menu
items as their way of thanking you for supporting Hope. Is it a savings? Yes! A family of four attending all games would normally pay
$35. Add that to the value of the McDonald's coupons and you
save more than half the cost of a great entertainment and refreshment package. The bigger your family the greater the savings!

-

_

--

—

—

State & Zip

-

’

But what about the future? The authors argue
that biblical principles apply both in times of
prosperityand in times of economic adversity.
The final section of the book spins out optimistic
and pessimistic visionsof our economicfuture y
and discusses ways in which Christians could live
responsiblyin each of those settings.
"One of the most difficult challengeswe
faced,"explained Ludwig, "was preventing the
book from becoming too technical. We wanted
the book to be understandable to lay readers.
Another challengewas getting all four authors to
agree on the wording of every sentence in the
book. Having to do so triggeredmany spirited
and stimulatingdiscussions."
But the authors agree that the project was
worth the time and effort. They suggest that during this period of history Christianshave two
reasons to be especially informed and active on
economicmatters. On the one hand, the economic pressures in society may be working
against the biblicalnorms of justice and charity.
On the other hand, Christiansmay be in
r
unique position to serve as models of successful
adaptationto the new economicrealities.

then met together to discusseach chapter page
by page, and to edit the manuscript to.a more
unifiedstyle.
The resultingbook brings together insights
from economics, psychology, philosophy, and
biblical theology to answer two questions: (1)
What impact does the current economicsituation have upon us as individualsand upon our
world? (2) How might Christiansrespond in
ways that are both biblicallysound and beneficial
to themselves and other people?
The first section of the book analyzes the current situation from economic and psychological
perspectives . One chapter examines the personal
impact of inflation, while another describesthe
state of the economy and how it got that way. A
third chapter describes a number of psychological principles that can combine to make one feel
worse than necessary about the economic situa-

—

Mail order with payment to:
Jane Mason, Hope College Athletic Ticket Manager, Dow Center, Holland, Ml 49423.
For Further Information call 392-5111, ext. 3270

